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10 Gen.eral 
BEHAVIOR OF RIVETED AND WELDED CRACK ARRESTORS 
10 INTRODUCTION 
Although we now know that brittle failures may occur in structures such 
as pipelines.? storage tanks, and bridges!} this phenomenon in normally ductile 
steels was n.ot fully appreciated until the outbreak of brittle failures in many 
of. our welded merchant ships during and after World War II 0 .An immediate study 
of the problem revealed that the initiation of some of these brittle failures was 
a result of 'poorly chosen design and fabrication details. In reviewing these 
brittle failures it was also found that there were not as many failures on ships 
with riveted shell seam.s and that in many -instances propagating cracks were 
stopped. by-the discontinuity introduced by the riveted sections 0 Therefore, 
welded ships were required to have riveted crack arrestors in areas where cracks 
were likely to develop 0 
Su'bsequently,. extensive research on the problem of brittle fracture has 
dem.onstrated that proper consideration for materials, geometry, and fabrication 
techniques can reduce the probability ofbri ttle fracture. However J brittle frac-
tures are potentially.dangerous and catastrophic and adequate protection for a 
structlrr'e against severe fai.l1.lre is necessaryo Until a thorough un.derstanding 'of 
the mechani.cs of brittle fraeture is a;~railable J a system which can. effectively 
restrict a propagati.ngcraek, to a partial fracture ina structure is a requirement 0 
20 Object an.d Scope 
Although the above-mentioned riveted cr'ackarrestors proved to be 
effective in preventing a complete failllre in. m.any of the cases where a crack 
2 
* develo:ped (1) :; the elimination of riveting as a means of fabricating crack 
arrestors was considered desirable since it could simplify shipyard organization 
andy in the case of tankers, coUld also simplify maintenance (2)" Hence, the 
concept of halting a brittle fracture with a strake of notch-tough steel welded 
between strakes of standard structural steel Was conceived and needed :invest:igationo 
This report describes a laboratory investigation of crack arresting 
devices that was conducted during the peri.od from July 1954 to September 1958 0 
The object of the program is to investigate the feasibility of developing a 
welded crack. arrestor and observe the behavior of various possible crack arrest-
ingdevicesc> 
The initial phase of this program consisted of development work and vas 
a joint effort with a related program concerned with Brittle Fracture Mechanics 
(Ship structure Committee Project .SR-l~)o The development work which relates to 
the Crack Arrestor Program is summarized briefly hereino 
When a reliable test procedure had. been developed, tests of relatively 
small-scale (3/4 ino thick by 2 ft wide by 6 ft long) rimmed steel specim.ens were 
condUcted as part of Broject SR.m.137o These plain plate tests :provided informa-
tion on th~ conditions necessary to i.ni tiate a brittle crack and on the behavior 
of material during brittle fracture propagation in the type of laboratory specnnen 
under consideration. 
In the Arrestor Program a few tests were first conducted On 2;,;,IBt -
wide J r:lmmed steely crack arrestor specim.ens containing a doubler plate 0 However,? 
this specimen detail. was abandoned in favor of one in which a strak.e of tough 
steel was butt-welded. in the same plane as the other strakes making up the 
*' Numbers in parentheses refer to references listed in the Bibliograpb:yQ 
specimen, so that the undesirable doubler plate and main plate slot were 
eliminatedo 
; 
Preliminary tests were conducted on 3/4~ino thick by 2"'ft wide speci-
mens containing a strake of notch=tough steel. The results of this series (Tests 
1"'3) were encouraging and warranted the continuation of this work on 3/4-ino 
thick by 6~ft wide srpecimens since it was felt that specimens of" this size would 
relate more readily to service conditions" 
Tests 4-18 comprise the first series of large~scale (3/4 inc thick by 
6 ft wide by about 18 ft long) welded arrestor specimens 0 These specimens 
consisted of lon,gpull ... plates welded to an insert which contained a heat treated, 
high strength steel (USS T..,l Steel ~ ... designated. as T steel herein) as the 
arrestor materi.alo Bri ttle cracks were permitted to propagate as far 'as 4 ft 
before en.countering the strake of tough steel" Th.e influence of 'various widths 
of"T steel (from 4 to 36 ino) p as well as that of an 'EJ.ltr.l-9' butt-weld. alone J on 
a propagating crack was observ'ed at temperatures rangr.-ng from =54 to +8oF and 
average [jtresses from 25 t.o ;; ksi Q All of the specimens in this series were 
i,nstrumented with crack. detectors and/or strain gages to provide inforrnationon 
the speed of 'crack propagation and on the stra,in pattern in the vicini tyof the 
running crack and, in the arrestor m.aterial beyond the end of the cracko 
In. order to provide a basis of comparison for the welded arrestor 
specimens J a, few 6=ft wide plates were fitted with a doubler plate riveted to one 
side" The riveted arrestor specimens were :fa'bricated by a qualified ship builder 
according to a detail that had been widely used in serviceo Instr'umented with 
strain gages and/or crackdetectors J these specimens provided laboratory test 
data on a riveted arrestor detail that had proved sat.isfactory under service 
conditions" Tests of these specimens (Tests 19",,23) were conducted at tempera"" 
tures ranging from =20 to +1 °F~ and a stress of" 2608 ksio 
4 
The other steel whose crack arresting behavior was observed in 6-ft 
wide welded arrestor specimens was a fully=killed and normalized ASS Class C 
steel (designated as C steel herein} 0 The arresting ability of this steel, in 
'W':Ldths of' 6.11 18 and 60 ino J was investigated under the inf'luence of a l .... ft long 
.crack in Tests 2.4·",,45 where the average stress was generally 2000 or 2800 kei and 
most testing temperatures were in the +10 to +39°:F~ rangeo In addition, the 
re8ults from these tests of6-f't wide crack arrestor specimens "Were compared with 
various criteria o"btained from tests of Charpy V-notch specim.ens and also Wl.th 
restll ts from Drop-Weight and Explosion"",Bulge Tests 0 
30 Brief' Reference to Published Work 
Following the numerous merchantship f'ai1:ures, in the early 1940 ~ s, 
research programs 'Were initiated to study various phases of the brittle fracture 
problem 0 . Some of the earliest tests on wide plate speci.mens were conducted in 
1944=46 -by Wilson,? Hechtman. and Bruckner (3) and involved stat:i.c tests of 
internally notched, steel plates of'various widths.; In 1953 the Standard Oil 
Company undertook an extensive brittle fractUre test p~ogram. on steel plates f'rom 
10 to 72 in" wide where the effects oftem.perature,9 stress,? material,? impact and 
specimen geometry were studiedo ( 4) other experimental and analytical work in the 
hr.\li ttle fracture :field has been reported Eo Orowan( 5):J Go Ro Irwin{ 6) J Ao Ao 
Wells( and To So R.obertson(8) 0 'I'hese ref"erenc,ss comprise only a small part .of 
~ 
the a,ya,ilJ9JJle literature in the brittle f'ract'ttre fiel.a and other important 'Work 
may be f~Ourlld in the exten.sive 'bl'bliograpbi.es of the ref'eren.ces ci tedo 
On work. dealing'W1 th th.e arrest of" propagating brittle cra.cks J however.? 
only t;-w-o references wer'c fbundo HUJ].terUs work. (9) was on rather small speci.mens 
but i.ndicated t.he possibility of arresting "brIttle cracks 'by introducin.g a narrow 
str:lp of Austerri tic Stainless Steel 0 Wells J Lane and Coates (LO) invest'igated.;t 
5 
in a limited number of tests, the crack arresting abilIty of 36 ... iu(l wide speci-
m.ens containing riveted-butt=strap and welded=notch-tough steel arrestors.. These 
tests are the most closely related to the program .described hereino 
The service performance of World War II ship plates has already been 
analyzed and related to Charpy V-notch test data" In addi tionJ these results 
have been compared nth the findings from other tests that have been subsequently 
investigated as a possible indicator of the tendency for brittle fracture(11,l2, 
References 14, 15, and 16 describe the development work, preliminary 
tests and some of the 6,...ft 'Wide plate tests on the closely as.sociated Brittle 
FJracture Mechanics Program, Project SR...,l37 J which is underway at present" Some 
of this work was a joint effort of'ProJects SR.-134 and SR-137o A summary of some 
of the wOl""k Oil the Cl"'ack Arrestor-Program has already been :presen.ted (17)" 
addi.tion; studies of' the energy absorption capacIty of some of the welds used in 
the crack arrestor specim.ens have been reported (18) Q 
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50 Nomenclature 
The following terms are commonly used throughout the texto 
Dynamic Strain Gage -- An SR-4 strain gage whose signal is 
monitored on an oscilloscope drrp.ing 
the fracture testo 
Static Strain Gage An SR.=4 strain gage read at specified 
loads by means of a portable strain 
indicator 0 
Crack Detector A ~ 0 fo t n -~ • _. a.eVl.ce \ l.n mos' cases, a s1.ngJ..e Wl.re 
SR.=4 Type A.~9 strain gage with a 6=i.no 
gage length)i,l7lLich 1s mounted on the 
plate surf'ace perpendiclllar to the 
e:x:,pected crack path and "break.s as the 
crack passes, thu.s i.nterrupt::l.ng an 
electrical circuit 0 
Starter Material A steel which read.ily initiates and 
propagates a brittle crack under 
selected laboratory conditions of 
stress, temperature, and lateral i.mpact. 
Arrestor Materi.al 
Submerged Crack 
A strake of steel which possesses 
improyed strength and ductility 
properties and is used to arrest a 
propagating brittle crack 0 
An. imaginary horizontal l.ine connect:I.ng 
the notches on. opposite edges of the 
specimen insert .. 
A relatively short, arrested crack 
1.ttlich does not cleave through the plate 
surface and ls characterized by a 
clearly defined depression of the plate 
surface 0 
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II 0 INITIAL DEVELOPMEN'T WORK 
Gj·eneral. Description afTesting Apparatus:J Equi.pment and Specimens 
l'he initial develDpment work on thlsprogram was a joint effort wi.th 
a Is:;om.:pani.on program. on Brittle Fracture Mechanics (SR=131) and lnclllded the 
cOIll~ideration of' (a) adepeudable method of' 'Crack ini.tiation,9 (b) a means of 
COJolln.g the test specimen satisfactorily with dry ice J (c) instrumentati.on 
techniques and (d) a sui table specimen geometry 0 A detalled explanation (lnclud= 
::l.n.g complete f'ig'!JX'es» drawings J and. photographs) of the ini ti.al development work 
aS2loIC!iated with these various items is given in Section II of reference (14) 0 
Therefore ,9 only a brief surmTlary of tbJ.s work will 'be given here 0 
The ini ti.al development work waS perform.ed with flat""plate speci.men~\ 
3/1. 0 .. ~. l.D.o thick by 2 ft wide 'by 6 :ft long (cl(~;ar distance bE!tween p'Ulllleads) 0 In 
ge:n.era,1,.9 the:";8 specime:ns were made: :f"rom. r:i.mm.ed E steel (Lllkens Heat Noo 20279) 0 
T.he and mechanic.al properties of this 2~teel are presented in. 
The~ method of' fractttre In:i.tiatiorl'fdfhieb. was fi.nal.ly deyeloped and. used 
this program (hereaf't(~r referred to aft the. notch=wedge= 1.m:pact m,ethod) 
eommer'-" 
and tb.e Frt~:r'oke of the can varl.'2.d so that a theoreti.cal,9 
a weight (approximately 120 which he81,"t's against the far edge of' the ,,;peci= 
m~~n and itSl tied to th€~ piston dev~i.ce 0 The im.pact dev:i.ce and the res,ctlon weight 
are supported f~rom. the top p~Jll"'plate 8n.d th:us aJ':"(~ r:;;emi=isolated from the specimen 0 
9 
The cooling agent for these tests and all subsequent tests in tJ:Jd.s 
program was crushed dry iceo In these clevelopment tee,ts.? the dry ice wa.s placed 
in. trays hung on each side of the specimen» and the specimen was then wrapped 
wlth i.nsulating material and clotho 
10 Pled,n Plate T.ests 
From the initial developm.ent tests on 2"",ft wi.de plain plate spec:i.m.ens 
made ofE st~eel (14) a theoretical. lateral impact of 1200 ft Ib 'WdS found to be 
~m:f:ri,ciEm,t to produce (with the notch=wedge=tmpact method) brittle fracture fOor 
the; t:V"Pe of" specim.en.? material;> and test condl tions under considerat:Lono It waiS3 
found. 9 wi th t~his impact,? that a brittle crack was initiated and propa,gated a.cross 
a plain pla.te spec:lm.en ofE stt;el under an average stress on the net sectlon of 
Q 0 Jrsj, and an average temperatuxe of OaF or under an average stress of'16Q ,5ksi 
Slib8EH~,uen.tlYJ prellm.inary t~};iDts were carrIed!.. Ollt on plain plates of. 
Wi.th Be lateral :lmpact of 1200 ft a, b:ri ttle crack was consi~:Jtently ird tiated 
au.a, p.il."opagated across specimens of th:ii;;;: ~~te-el lITlJJler an a;~re:rage str(::;ss of' J.B 0 ks.i 
stress J average te:mperat ;u:r'!£:.9 
ini tiate and propagate bri t.tle fracture i.n. th(~: 
materials a;Yailable,9 true program was dlrected toward the consideratlon. of' suita= 
bl~ crack a:r:r-estor sp€Jctm.ens 0 
:f'i:rs,t type of 2=ft 'Wide 1ielded arrestor specimen considered waiB !fID. 
:lmi tation of thl'? cOY.1lTerrtional ri.vet.ed dOlibler""tYI>l~ crack arrestor and con~;~i.Eted 
10 
of" a 3/4 x 18 x 24=ino slotted E steel insert plate with a single doubler plate 
of' 'irarying size and mode of attacbment plac'ed over the slot a Detailed drawings 
of the foux specimens in this series,? Specimens E=53 E-6J E-7J and E=8 3 are show. 
in. Figo 1 and the ~!equence of tests on each of' these specimens is summarized in 
Table ,10 
In the fabrication of the first specimenJ E~5.9 the 3/4 x 12 x 8",,::Lno 
E steel doubler plate was fill.et""welded to the insert plate at each end and then 
along both si,deso As shown in Ta'ble 1, by applying a second impact at each 
notch"p :four attempts ( each with a somewhat higpLer stress) were made to fracttu:"e 
this t~\pecl,mena An average effective stress of 2205 ksi and a temperature of + 24°FJ 
(( com,blued with a 1200 ft Ib im.pact) were required to initiate and propagate a 
biri tt]~e fracture in this speci.meno The crack propagated to the central. slot 
the m.ain. plate and,? at the same tim,e J through the f'illet .... weld and almost 
acror:}s the attached doubler as shown, in Figa 20 The f"ractt:lred t"3llrface of thi,s 
specimem. can. 'be seen in F"igo 30 
The stress of 2205 ksi req\\li.red to i.rli tiate and propagate a brittle 
erl9l,ck. in thi.s spec1.men was consideral)ly more; than the st-reese required to 'break 
a p18dn. pla,te specimen of the same material j} indicating the 
developmtjnt~ of '(ulf'avora'ble resldua.l strains ~n the spec::Lmen d;u.X'ingthe 
plate to the mai.n plat(~ 0 
J?rom. a 'lJ'ery l:i.rrdted rrurrfber of" 
plate W81J3 nJ~eded an~ it 
gage readings on Speci,m.en, E,,'5 :i.t 
greater strain. in the 
l!:l8Li:l. ins~)rt plate 0 This wOl~.ld p:r.ov1.de m.ore opp 0 rt;!lJ.n 1. ty for the dmibler to 
of 
11 
In view of'the previous comments on Specimen E"'5.9 Specimen E=6 was 
:fabricated with a longer doubler plate which contain.ed five plug welds at each 
end 0 In addi tion,9 several 2=ino Berry gage holes and four' SR-4 Type A=l s,trai.!J', 
gages were located on the specimen as shown in Figo 10 These strain measurements 
provided information on the residual strains across the specimen resulting from 
welding and on the strain history at a point 1/2 ino from the base of' the notch 
a~, the series of tests on this specimen was carried out 0 
These strain data are presented in Figo J+ for SpecimenE"",6 and :i.ndicate 
that c.ompressiv'e residual strai.ns of almost yield point magnitude were present in 
the region at the end of the notcho As a result,? strain in this region. rem.ained 
c'Ompressive with respect to the original zero reading until considerable load 
wafl applied to the specimen or until a lateral impact ( which, although unsucceS8,i=> 
flJ.l in, initiating a brittle crack,? could result in substantial plastlc deforma= 
'Was ap:plied to the notcho ThIs compressive strain would help to expl.aln 
wby the appli(~;dL stress required to lni.tj.ate and propagate a bri ttle (~rack in thl,e, 
type of specimen was cousi.derabl.y hig,her than that needed ina plain. plate 
In general.\' the ID.echan.icaJ~ stra::tn gage rea;,aLings.9 measured. with a 2~,lno 
prlmar.i,ly comprE:ssi V€ llThe.rea~l the re~d.dual strains on the opposite si,ie of" the 
tensile" These strains are consistent with what mlght "be 
19xpected a~; the w(~ld metal connecting the do'ubler plate to one side of' the inf~ert 
plat;e It:;ools and shrinks 0 
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~rhe 2-iuo Berry gage readings that were taken along a vertical line 
acljacent to the 3/4-inp fillet=,wel.d on both the insert plate and the doubler 
plate did not i.ndicate any consistent pattern 0 In a transverse direction the 
strain in the doubler plate was approximately one-fourth of' that developed. in the 
m.al.n i.nsert plate of this specimeno As shown in Table I,? four tests wereC:OIl= 
ducted on. Specimen E~=6 and no brittle fracture was obtained under the cond.i tj.on.s 
The dimensions of Specimen E~7 were exactly the sam.e as those of 
SpecImen Ei=6 except that a much heavier end fillet~weld was made to improve the 
end con.nection of the doubler plate to the insert plate 0 Because of the higb. 
compressive re~\idual strains developed near the end of the notch of SpecimenE=6,9 
modi.fications in. the fabricati.on procedure of Specimen E-7 were made also 0 In 
-welding the dou:bler to the main pl.ate ~ the longi tud:tnal fil.let=welds were back"'" 
st(S~pped from the center and graduallybu.il t up so as to :l.ntrodUCE~ a minimum. 
8l1!1l0unt of" residll8,l strain in the sp(~ci.m.erJLo In add1 tionj) the specimen was pre!~, 
loaded. to an average ef'f'ecti:~re stref:IS of 2000 kei before the edge notches were 
ctJ.lt Q 
strai.n measl1X'ements, -were made a.t the 1.ocationfJ sho'Wn in }!Jigo 1. with 
strain gages an.d. a 2~·ino 
o:f' Specim.en E-= '""{ Q TbLe a.istriJJution. of residual strainSl :In Specimen 
:i.e 8ho'»1'.rl'. in o J.jr. where it can "be f~een that they are somewhat less in thi:L3 
probabl;;y' "becmJ13e of the modd.!~:i.cat2.on o:f' 
the 'W(~ldling proc(f!:dttre used in preparing the ;3lpecimeno Also sh.own in the 
is the straIn history at selected points in the specimen as the specimen was 
prel.oaded.9 notched an.d i.mpactedo 
A1:ter the doubler :plate had been compl.etelywel.ded to one rJlide of the 
main. :Lnsert plate,9 addi ti.onal SR=4 Type A=JL strain gages were mOlmtedl . .9 i.n a 
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'back.=to-back manner g on the doubler and insert plate <> These eight gages:J together 
'wIth the elght gages that were originally mounted on. the main insert plate 'be.fore 
the 'beginning of the fabrication of the speci.menJ pr'ovided a complete picture of' 
the strain distribution. across a transverse sectlon of the specimen. under loado 
From these sltrain gages, the strain. increments shown., in Figo 5 were obtaln.ed in. 
Specim.en E=7 under a 400-kip preloado In this specimen the participation of" the 
J!late was much better than in any of the previous welded doubler=plate) 
specimens 0 
The two tests on this specimen ar(~ s'UIIllUarized in Table 1 where it is 
shown that at an. average ef':fecti.ve stress of 2600 ksi aJld~ a temperature of'+290FJ 
the brittle crack propagated across the main plate to the f'lame""cut slot p through 
the fi.llet an weld and, across to the opposite edge of the attached doubler plateo 
'lIne ext~~n.t; of crack propagation on both sldes of thi12l specim.en can be seen :i.n 
Figo 20 The fractured surfaces of the m.ain plate and the doubler plate,ll i.n.Olica,t;= 
ingtb,e: eharacter:i.stic chevron pattern poi.nting in the d,;i.recti.on of the f:r.ae:ttlre: 
in:i.tlatloIlL,9 i.s shown in Fi.go 30 
Specimen E .. 8 was sim.i.lar to Specim.enE"" 7 except that a dOlibler pl.l5l,tE; of 
A=2.85 steel was riveted with two rows of l""i.n., di.ameter 'button heap!. !"iy(~tsto cine 
slde of the lnsert plate as shown i.nFigo 10 lrlh::ts m.odel was similar to the 
r1.vete.d doubler .... type crack arrestors that had been used lID.der service c~o1Jl.cll.tion5"" 
M'ter the specim,en was ri"tl'etedp SR=4 Type A=l, strain gages 'Were mounted ont.b.e 
specim.en a~3 fr3hown 1.:t1 :flig., 1 to a, record of the distribution o:f' st:r.a::tn 
tb.rOl)1.g:t',out the; dOlibl.er and insert (luring preparati.on and loadingo 
The strain increments shown these gages illlder a preload of. 200 kip!':, 
are pllJtted in. Figo 5 rl Com.paring the 'back=t;o= back stra:i.n gage readi.ngf~ on. th.e 
pla,te:; it is evident that the Eltrains on thf3 side of' the plate on. w.tu.ch 
the doubler is fastened are considerably less 0 In addi tiony the strains, on thE: 
surface of' the doubler plate in this Bpecimen are compressiveJ indicating the 
load carried "by the doubler in this case is extremely small 0 The almo8t 
negligible participation by the doubler in this specimen was entirelyun.satis= 
:factory and indicated that special provisions m.ust be made in future tests so 
that the doubler in riveted doubler specimens would take more of the applied loado 
As sho'WIl in Table 1,9 two tests were conducted on this spec im.en 0 An 
average ef'fective stress of 2000 ksi. and a temperature of +350 F, together 'with a 
theoretical impact of 1200 ft Ib, created. a 3 1/2=i.no submerged crack 0 A second 
impact OIl the same notch at an average effective stress of 2600 ksi and a 
temperature of +42oF succeeded in initiating a crack that propagated to the rIvet 
hole bU.t was not evi.dent in the doubler plate 0 The fracture path in thir~ sp'2*ci= 
men c~a be seen in Figo 20 and the fractured surface from the main plate :Is f<h.ow'!:1 
in FJigo 30 
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1110 DESCRIPTION OF TEST SPECIMENS AND EQUIPMENT 
90 Specimens and Materials 
All of the specimens tested in this investigation were 3/4 ino thick 
and consisted of an. insert butt .... wel.ded with E7016 electrodes to the pulling 
plates of the testing machines 0 In Tests 1~3 the 18-ino long insert,? when welded 
to the3/4-ino thick pull-plates, provided a test piece 2-ft wide by 6 ... ft long 
in plan dimension (exclusive on the pullheads of the 200.9 000-lb screw .... type test-
ing machine) o. 
In the rema.i.ni.ng tests the depth of the insert varied 'between 16 and 
60 i.n.D J some of the longer inserts bei.ng u.sed for more than one test 0 For the 
tests in the 3,'1000,'lOOO-lb hydraulic testing mac:b...ine the 6""f't wide pull·'<plates 
were .1 ina thick for Tests 4·"" 31 and. 3/4 ino thi.ck for Tests 32",,45 Q In thie, 
program the length of each p1.1ll..,plate varied from 3 1/4 to almost 9 ft 0 :Itlere= 
fore JJ the overall. length of the specim6:~ns tested vari.ed from approximately 8 to 
19 ft dLe:pendi.ng 'upon the depth of the insert and the length of the Pllll=plate12',o 
ThE; majori.ty of the specimens however/) had an overall length of'approximatel~" 
j~to A typical test set""'11±> is shown in F"igo Depending upon the depth of' 
the notch at each edge ofq the plate?? the net wiclth of the specimen on the noteh. 
l.irve 'Wa~, 2 or 2 1/4 iUa less than. the g&~8S widLtho 
The welded arrestor i3pecimens were fabricated with two or more t;YP'BB of. 
g:)tee:l 'whlch were wielded together w.i:th double V' butt ""weldt:; in such a man.n.er a~8 to 
introduce a minimum am.ount of' residual Stresso The welded arrestor specimens 
were composed of certain widths' of starter and axrestor material. andS' in some 
cases.» another material to complete the 72=iuo wide specimeno In all of the 
tests in this investigation» liUkens rimmed steels (designated as E or Z 
we.re used as the starter material,? USS T=l and ABS~Class C normalized steels 
(d.esignated a,g T and C steel.) were used as the arresting materials J1 and USS semi"" 
killed steel (designated as X steel) was used. to make up the necessar".{ specimen 
width 0 The main plate and .doubler plate of the riveted arrestor specimens 'Were 
made of' Zsteelo All of the specimens were orlented so t:b..at the direction of 
rolling was parallel to the specimen axis and transverse to the direction of 
crack propagationo 
The mechani.cal properties and chemical composition f'orE,9 Z:; XJ T» an.d 
C f3teels together Wi.th the Charpy V .... notch impact resul~ts are presented in Figs 0 
7:; 8 anii 90 
lao Crack Initiation 
After a considerabl.e amount of init.ial development workp sUDm'll.arized 
bri.ef.ly· i.n . Section II and .compl,etelydescri.bed in reference (14):; a satisf'actor;y 
m.etb.od of' ini.tiating a brittle fracture consisten.tly und.erlaboratorycond.itions 
in t;b.{~ tYJ)e of specimen under· consIderation. was developed and ltsed i.n all test;s 
of the program." Thi.st~n.otchd.wedge""i.m.pact method'U consists of dri.Ylng a tapered 
weagle into a prepared notch at tb.e 
a mgtl rate of l.oca'i stra::i.np comm.onJ.y recogrd.zed as one of the :t~actor!S 
whoi.en. may C'.outribute to the lni.tiation of brIttle fract'are In steelQ !J:hi.~1 
proclt;:dl:w:'E; is a modli'lc.at;ion of the in:1.ti.at1on method 'U.S1ed. 
The prepa:r'edL notch u.£.,Jed in the specimens of TelE,ts 1"",10 and 19=21 61, 
total. depth of 1 ino The first 7/8 :i.D.p 'Wa.s made with four hacksaw 'bladeE3 
(approximately 00 14l in" wide) JJ extended 1/16 in" with one hacksaw blade (approx;.." 
imately 00034 ino wide}J and ended with 81, 1/16 ino jewe]~ers sa;w""cut (approximately 
0012 ino wide) 0 For the rem.aining tests (11 ... 18 arJJ.d 22-45) J the d.epth of' the 
notch was changed to 1 1/8 ino by increasing the depth of cut of the four hacksaw 
'\blades to 1 ina The notch was then hand:filed to fit a standard l_-d:uo octagonal 
cold chisel (:i.ncluded angle of approximately 16°) cut to a length of 4 3/4- ino 
and weighing 100 lbo 
To provide the impact required to advance the wedge; a gas-operated 
piston device capable ofprovi.ding a theoretical impact as high as 3000 ft 1l) was) 
Generally the theoretical l,ateral impact was 1200 ft lb (obtained wi tb. a 
5=ino strok.e and a pressure of' 280 psi) but values as high as ]~600 fi·<l"b were 
used in the latter part of the program 0 To absor'b the reaction of the platon 
delrice durln.g acceleration. of the piston.? the device is tied to a weigb.t (approx1.= 
mately 120 Ib) which bears against the far side of the spec:imen at the notch 1i,TIe 0 
Several attempts were made to investigate the reliability and out1>ut 
of the gas=·operated impact d,evicre 0 The m.ethod adopted. which gives satif~f8l,ctory 
re:&~\,tuts is based on the deformation of roun.d (1 1/2,." in 0 diameter) brass cyl.:lnderso 
This, method, involves (1) tests made to obta:tn the relat:tonship between the 
deformation of the 'brass' cylinders and, the energy input from a drop ... wei.ght, t;est= 
lng IDB,chi.ne:; and (2) correspon.ding tes,ts ofsimi.lar "brasscylind,ers I!l1.ad.e wi.th the 
ga121= ope:rated, impact devi.ce set at vari.ous theoretical €:nergy O'ClLtPU:ts 01 particularly 
s,troke anoL pressure cOTI)':blnations 'used in the test program,o 
Th.e cooling of the SpeCl.IIDll;;IlL t;o the temperature W8B accompl.ii3h.ed 
~rs agai.n.st each si.de of' the spec imen. 0 Fbr the 2=ft wide~ specimenB each 
contain.er ls 2 ft wide and almost 6 ft long.? thus extencling more than 2 f't aboye 
and 'below the insert 0 For the 6=f't wide specimens a set of 3 containers (eaeh 
2 f't 6 ft wide) was hung on each side of the specimen. so that the ari88L 
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covered on one side is about 6 by 6 ft J more ~than suf.ficient to cover the entire 
insert 0 In all tests the container i.e. recessed on both sides at the center so 
that neither the container nor the dry ice come in contact with the instrumenta .... 
tioD. on the surface of the plate 0 The space around the perimeter of the tanks is 
sealed with rock. wool insul.ation o 
In general.? this method of cooling provided the desired t;est tempera.,., 
tures satisfactorily and gave a fairly uniform temperat1lre across the plate at 
the notc.h line" Many of the specimens were tested at a temperature between zero 
and[, =20op and these temperatures were usually attained within 60 to 90 minutes 
after the dry ice was placed in the containers D In F"ig 0 10 are shown. the 
thermocouple layouts used for all of the tests in this program together with 
typical temperature variation across the plate at the time of the testo 
The cooling·tanks p impact device!) and reaction weight were suspended 
i,'rom t,he upper pull""pla,te" The impact device and reaction weight were al.so tied 
together horizontally at .each edge of the spec imen 0 The channels whi.ch accom= 
plished thi.s i.n the 6 .... ft wide specimen can be seen in Figo 60 
120 In.strumentation 
( ':3k:~nsing . Devices 
strain m.easurements were made wi.th Baldwi.n SR",,4T.yp18 A=l st;rain. gages 
(13/16""iTI.o gage length) in Tests 2=5 and Baldw:Ln S~,=lt Type A¢>7 strain gages 
TheSe?; gages were used to 6bta.in. "both statii,:", 
and dtyT.am,ic strain m.easu.r(~ments" They 'We!"e attached to the specimen with a thlrl 
layer of' Duco cement:; dried as specified,? and covered with a moisture""prJoofing 
materi.ala To mj,nimize temperature-induced errors approximately equal lengths of 
lead w:i.re were used and cooled for all~ gages 0 
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The crack speed was measured. with a system of surface crack detector~o 
As the crack passed and broke a given detector.? an electrical circuit was inter= 
ruptedo Flrom the spacing between detectors and the elapsed. time between 
8uccess:i.ve interruptions of the circuitp the avera.ge speed of the fracture was 
computed 0 After experimenting with various types of d.etectors (reference ( 
and, TeBt 6) the single'*iwire Baldwin SR.-4 Type A-9 strain gage (6~ino gage length) 
was selected as the detector for subsequent testso The results of Test 6.9 Fli.g" 
l6.ll show the speed m.easurements obtained USing various methods of speed d,etect:tono 
T.he~e techni.qtl1£;s include sets of Oo015=ino diameter 'bismuth wires? 1/8 luo x 6 inc> 
printed silver circuits on charred paper." SH-4Type A=9 strain gages.\! and a 
~jtrain gage bridge composed of SR=4 Type A= 7 gages" On the premise that the 
strain signal pea.lted at the instant the crack passed the gage!) speed calc'ulations 
were m.ade f'roID. the t:i.me :i.nterJ'als 'between peaks on the re.c.orded trace from th~~ 
l'jtrain gage (bridgeo The resul.ts f.rom. Test, 6 Indicated that the SR-4 Type A""'9 
al~ consi.stent as dldL the other types of'detecto1C'8 0 Also J 
the(Be detectors are mar e lmiform. an.a easier to apply a 
an.dl m.a~y not; give the true of the crack f'ronta At the inEltant; the 
d/8tector ·tu"eaks J the exactposi tion. of' th.e sur.face failll.re and of' the intE;rior 
port:loIL of. th.e crack. is not knomlo T1d.3 method of' speed determination. was emplci}~~cl 
as 'best a;:;ra1.1able approximati.on at the ti.me 0 :Beca,use of the equipment limi ta= 
in def:lningthe crack front!) aad the poss:rble strain. gag(':'l 
all calcUlated speeds were rO'unded off to the nearest 50 f'ps a 
All re.corcli.ng equipment was started by the action of a triggering 
device; 0 For'IJE:8ts 2=12 and. 19=23.9 the tri.gger was an SR=4 Type A'*'9 strain gage 
'( denoted T in the diagrams of the specimens) IDDlltlted. about 1 iuo b::;:wonCL the 
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tip of" t;he edge notch.. The breaking of this gage by the propagating crack 
started the recordingequipmentQ For Tests 13-18, an external trigger (a strip 
ofalum.inum. foil denoted byET in the diagrams) was placed so that the movement 
of'the piston would start the recording equipment and thus begin the record 
before the fracture was ini tiatedo Fi.gurell shows the trigger clrcui to In 
thls diagram the triggering devices show;n are anSR=4 Type A-9 strain gage 
(plate surface trigger), amicrosri tch (~~ and a strip of aluminum foil (external 
triggers) 0 These trlggers were electrically connected in ser:tes so that the first 
one which opened the circuit or was in some way grounded activated the time base 
generator .. 
COp'per~constantan thermocouples were located at various points across 
'the specimen to provide a temperature prof'ileduringcooling of the specimenI' 
Tbi8se thermocouples were installed in No Q 54 drill holes about 1/4 in.. deep 
located as shown in Fig .. 100 
(('Vr )~ 
\ ll) R.ecording Devices 
As the program continued, the number of available channels was increased 
ll.1YJ.til a maxi.m.um of nine channels of high~speed cathode-ray oscilloscope equipment 
with :photographic recording 'Was available for strain and crack speed signal.s 0 
Fourdl:ual beam cathode .... ray oscilloscopes provide eight of these channels and the 
ninth channel is a single beam unit.. Shown i.n Fig 0 11 are nine channels of 
oscil1Dscope equIpment!J the tempeI'l.atllre recorder and cali bratlngoscillators 0 
In the tests where dynamic strain records are taken for 8 m:tllisecond~ 
ar less J all signals are recorded photographi.cally as a function of a common time 
base supplied from the single channel oscillascopeo This same oscilloscope 
prcnrides all beams .wi th the desired unblankingand intensifying signals used to 
minimize fogging of the record before and after the test period .. 
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For dynamic strain records longer than 8 milliseconds, the time base is 
supplied mechanically in the dual beam unit cameras by continuous motion of the 
film and is generated electrically in the Single channel display tube 'because 
this i.mage is photographed wi. th a single frame camera 0 The eti.rcui ts which gener.., 
at;e this time base electri.cally after recei.ving a signal from the trigger also 
supply pul.ses whIch are fed to all. the dual beam units., These provide synchroniz= 
ing plllses for ,the movi.ng film so that the various traces can be syncrll"onized 
with respect to time when the data are reduced" 
Four traces from t'W'o dual beam osc:i.lloscopes are optically superimposed 
on a sIngle frame In the Interest of maximum photographic defini tiono Thirty-
fiV'e mill,imeter strip-film. cameras are employed with the dual beam equipment (they 
are uSled as Single frame cameras for records as long as 8 milliseconds) and a 
millimeter single fram.e camera is used. with the single cha.rmel 
oscillog:~eope 0 This equipm.ent is shoilm. in the block diagram. in Figo 110 
Six of the oscilloscope chann.els are Elu:fficiently sensi ti ve to allow at 
least 1 l/2 inc of trace deflection for 1.000 microinches per inch of straino The 
othE:r ttD':"e.e channel.s have a:bou.t one=thi.rd this £:j(~nsitivityc Whenever possible 
the lat~ter (;:hannels are used to record. the highef~t eiLectrical magni tud.es" The 
frequency re:sponse of the single channel oscilloscope is flat from 0 to 1000 kJ;! 0 
The r18sponfi)(~o.f the d"ual 'bf~am, units :l.8, flat f'roID. 0 to 100 kc and decreases not 
more than. f'i.fty J)ercent at 300 kc 0 The response of the cathode=ray eqlrlpment;, 
eo:rJ.~idera:blyexceecls the limits im.pO!'Mf;)(lL spot size and photographic techni.ques 
Whene:l.thter the t'ube face is photographed. as a single frame exposux"e or when the 
m.aximum. :f'ilm. speed of 180 :i.no jsec is usedo In genera.1 J the records obtained. did 
not include frequency componentt5 approaching the photographic lImit of resolutiono 
Fbr these r,s:asons the system used was cOL,4.Sidered adequate 0 The bandwi thy or 
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frequency response j of the measu..ring gage and its associated. w:Lring has been. 
assumed to be in excess oiJ any of these values 0 
The temperature is recorded during the cooling process in order that 
the cool.ing rate and the temperature gradient can. be observed before the test 0 
For thi~\ purpose an. autom.atic recorder wh.J.ch provides a sensi ti vi ty of al)out lOF" 
per 001 ino on the record is usedo The varloue, thermocouples are sequent:i.al1y 
sampled a .wotor driven sWitch and directly recorded. in degrees Fahrenhei.to 
Input C irc'Ui t 
The signals fed to the cathode=,ray recording eqUipment conS-list of a 
~weep tr:i.ggeringpulse followed by s,tra:i.n and crack IDeation s:i.gnaJ..s 0 The 
detectors.') which fail as the crack crosses the plate» open an electrical circuit 
an.d feed step vol.tage.s to the recorder whose amplitudes are in the ratio of 
ideut,if'i.ed. with the parti.cul.a:r detect,or to which lt 1.8 connected,,? thereby proV'i.d= 
Ing a positive: identi.fication of.' sequence 0 
The electri.cal time 'base is initiated by the trigger 0 OJiifm.i.ng tb.e. 
trigg~:r cl.rcul.t removes the bias signal from. a triggeringthyratroIl l~nd. allow:s it 
to star.t conducti.ng 0 The ~;ltep y01 tage J whi.ch re~)\ul ts at the start of. 
oscil1oseope ~mi to R.ejLni."t;l.ati.orl. 
C8rJ.rlot, occ:ur llD.til the thyratron, 1:::'3 ret:JiE;i:; man.ual.1y 0 This, 
ITIIlu.tiple sweeps wIC'd.reh J1Jlal' 'be triggered chatte:.i-:" o:f' the initiating 
interest on the: 
I"he stra1,n gages are corme{~ted lu the cUBtom.ary wheatstone 
Dummy gages which (:!omplete the bridge clrcui t ar(~ mOlmted 
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to the specimen 0 Thee,:;; bridges are exci.ted -by direct current and their outputs 
fied to the recording channelso T>;y"})ical input circuits are shown in Fligo 110 
(d) Measurement Procedure and Calibration 
The strain measuring channels are calibrated by shunting gages 'Wi.th a 
re;slistance whose equ.ivalent strain value is known or measurabl.8" Both the actiye 
a:r.m. an.d the adjacent dummy gage are shunted successively to obtain compression 
and. tension cali.brations 0 Only one calibrating value is used because other tests 
ind:lcated that the linearity of the recording system was adequate withi.n the 
lim.it of' resolution of the recordo Crack detector calibration is obtai.ned by 
successively opening switches in series with the various detectors and recording 
the trace stepso In all tests without moving film.') the time axis is calibra.ted 
"by putting a time signal of known frequency on al.1 channels simultaneously and. 
photographing 'one sweep 0 Tbi::3 is done immediatel.y after the test is completedo 
When. m.oving fi.lm is used, the time axi.s is calibrated by putting a square way€; 
tim",.! signal o.f known frequency on all channels simultaneously by intensity modulaoa 
t:i.onJ~ of the electron beams 0 Thus time calibrations are included. with the test 
d,ata and s:i.nce all beams are modulatedjJ relati V'e shifts i.n base tiJ:r!.e POt3:l,t.;ioD. as 
Although the deflection plateEl are eonnectea, in parallel,? indi.vl.dual 
constr~.ction of the yarious glIII1S and d,r:;:.f'lection systems resruts in sl.ight horiz,on= 
tal dliE:ipla.cements between the traces ar.ui GlOme measure of. this offset must; be mad.e 
on th.e eight traces in the movlng film. cam.eras 0 As noted earlier:; p!llses are 
inserted from the single fram.e sweep generator to show the tri.gger faill:lre on 
each. trace 0 These plllses provide a cross=check OD. the trace offsets as well. as 
a spee:i.fic time on all traces 0 
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Data Reduction 
A feature of the reduction. of data for tests without moving film (Tests 
3~'12 and 191-=23) that may not be a stan.dard procedure is the method of synchroniz= 
ing the various traces with respect to time and, the significance of the numerical 
time values 0 In generalJ some arbitrary point is called zero time 0 This mayor 
may not corre~lpond to the earliest point on the recorded traces.. This point is 
selected near the early portion of the sweep at the first peak of the time 
calibration sine waveo This provides a corrvenient and definite reference poi.nt 
common t~o all traces Q The record is reduced. in the customary manner of reading 
sig~D.al am;pl.i tude against time J each trace being read with an indi vidua.l cali"b:roa"" 
tioD. on both the time and si.gnal axis 0 The earliest tim.e noted for any record is 
some fin.ite but unknown period of t:i.m.e after the breaking of the sweep trigger 
approxim.ately 20 m.icrosecondso 
Tb.€! speci.m.en insert was welded between the pull..,plates of the testi.ng 
m.achine and the notches were cut in. the edges of the specimen at the desnred 
.loea;tiort" lJ:'b.e strain gages and crack det€~ctors were then mm.mted on. thosie §;jpecl."" 
m.ens on whIch i.nstrum.entation was to 'be ::tn.cl:udedo Tllen the thermocouples lr.'fere 
installed,; strai.n. gages were at room temperatures by cycling; 
and unloa.ding) the s,pecimen to the test loa-do Thls was done check the 
beha:~lior o:f the gages and the straj.fi in the specimen" 
it 'W'al2l neces88xy to replace faulty or qnestionaJJle gageso S:i.nce man.y of' the 
inserts were slightly warped.9 the strain gages u..sually recorded residual strai.ns 
:followfl.Iig the: first l~oad cycle 0 To reduce thes.,e; residuals J the specimen was 
·vmtil. 1i ttle or no residual strain was observed in any gage 0 The sp/:;;:cimen,9 
was never stresE,ed higher than the test l.oad .. 
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All the wiring exposed to the cooled specimen was sprayed with a pla6tic 
compound to improve the iusul.ationo As an additional precaution, the gages and 
wiring were covered with a plastic envelope to minimize the amount of condensation 
and to prevent stray pieces of dry ice from coming in contact with the 
instrumentationo 
After the cooling tanks, gas-operated piston device, and reacti.on we~t 
were suspended from the upper pull-plate, the instrUmentation was connected ann 
checked., The dry ice containers were filled and, as the desired test temperature 
'Was approachedJ the test load was applied to the specimen and the recording 
devices were calibratedo When the specimen reached the desired test temperature J 
the gas"",operated piston device was pressured and firedo 
The static strain gages were read immediately after the testo In. the 
event that the fracture was arrested,9 the rem.aining load was recorded and the 
statlc gages were read at this loado Then the speclmen was unloaded an.d the gages 
were read again so that the perm.anent set could be deter.m.i.ned" 
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Til 0 PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
140 Preliminary 2 .... Ft Wide Welded Arrestor Specimens 
In order to investigate the feasibility of arresting a propagating 
'ori ttle crack with a butt-welded strake of tough steel)l a few preliminary 2 ... ft 
wide specimens of'this type -were tested" It was felt that one of the best qu.all ty 
steels availa'ble at that time should be used. for the tough steel and,? 1"01." this 
purpose J T steel was selected. 
The specimens for Tests 1 an.d 2 consisted of a 12 .... in. wide plate of E 
and T steels butt-welded together with EI20l5 electrodes J and the specimen for 
Test :; consisted of two 1,2""in" wide plates of E steel 'butt-welded together with 
E12015 electrodes <> A sUIIlmary of this preliminary series of tests is presented in 
Table 20 In Tests 1 and 2 (at an average temperature of +150 F) a lateral impact 
of 1200 ft Ib initiated andpropagatecl a brittle crack across the E steel plate 
to the longitudinal butt=weld un.der average stresses on the net section of' l7.,Q 
and .28 ksi 0 In both casles the final load was slightly less than 80 :percent of 
the orlgi.:nal valu.e 0 
The fracture path and silJXface of the fractu.:re :t"orTests 1 and. 2 can «be 
seen tn ]'Ji.gs 0 12 and 1)0 In both cases a ~~e:parat:i.on i.e. evident on the surface of 
the E fSiteel to the Ibutt=weld" In Test 2J tJ.1er,e is also a significant reduction 
the comhi.nation of' ·ini t:i.ally 
hi.g:bt streHs anaL severe eccentricity 0 Although crack. detectors and d3i'nami.c strain 
were m.o'1ID.ted, on. the sp€:eimen of"~]2et"rt 2» a record was not obtained beca;u.,se 
of m.echani.cal difficul ti,es 0 
The portion. of the plate arolil.nd the end of' the arrested crack in the 
specimen :f'rom Test 2 was removed for metallJJ.rgica,l exami.nationa This metaJlurgi.caJ. 
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sam.ple was sectioned along its midthicknesso On this plane, the crack had 
tra,yersed the "Weld metal, the heat=affectedzone of the base metal,$> and had 
progressed about 001 ino into the unaffected parent metal, indicating a thumbnail~ 
type shape for the contour ·of' the arrested cracko 
Test 3 was conducted in. order to o'bserve the effect of an E12015 butt= 
weld (without an adjacent strake of tough steel) on the propagation of a brittle 
cra,cko Speed detectors and dJm,amic strain gages were mounted on the s.peci.men as 
shown. in F"igo 141' Also presented in Figo 14 are t.he dynamic records obtain.ed, and. 
the crack speeds ca.lculated for this specimen 'when tested at a stress of 25J)OOO 
o psi. an.d a temperature at +30 F 0 A sweep time of about 1 mi.llisecond was set on 
the oscilloscope ,9 but since the weld apparently slowed down or stopped the crack 
tempora;rily J the cletectors m01.mted on the far side of the weld were not 'broken 
before the total sweep t.ime elapsedo Crack speeds a.s high as 4750 ±"ps "'((ere 
meas'1lJ.:r.'ed in. the E steel but an average speed of only 100 fps was indicated 'by the 
detectors on each side of the butt-welda' 1J.~e photograph of the fractured specd.= 
men shcJWS a ductile type of f'ailure across part o.f the J.ongi tudinal butt""welcl and 
thIs might e:x:plai.n the slowiliodown or momentary arrest of the bri t,t.le crack 0 
§,,,'<Ft Wide Welded Arrestor Specimens w:tth T Steel 
In these specimens 49 ~ 12= J 2~>"" and ;6¢.ino Wide strakes of 1: steel 
Cbutt,,,,,'We.lded wi.th E12015 electrodes) C0!11.sti.ttfted the arreElting mater:i.al a These 
arrestor strake.s were combined wIth 1~4 ,f't widths of' starter mater:i.al 
Strain gages and crack detectors were m01JLYlted on all specim.ens in. this seri.es andp 
as ShOWTIL in Table 3 where these tests are summarizedJ a record was obtained in 
almost ever;ycase" Specim.ens tested in trli.s ser:i.es were subjected to a theoreti.eru. 
l~atera,l i:rnpact of 1200 ft Ib.9 an average stress between 2500 and 3300 ksi and a 
testIng temperature bet-ween. +10 and 
(a) Test Records 
The results of the instrumented tests are shown in Figs 0 15.;.280 Each 
:figure provides a detailed drawing of' the insert} the location of the instrumenta~ 
tioD. and crack path "With reference to a set of X and Y coordinates J the strain 
level for each strain gage at test load.? the crack speeds a.s determined from the 
detectors J the stress-temperature conditions of the test, and a record of the 
8train":,,time relationships obtained. from. the dynamic gages 0 In all cases the 
Btrain traces start at a level corresponding to the initial test load strain so 
that ahsol:ute values of strain '"Variation are showuo For tests where crack detec"" 
torls were included, the d..etector breaking time is indicated on the record to 
designate the approxima.te location of the crack front 0 
The quality of the record,s from. the tests varies considerably 0 Poor 
records m.ay resu1. t from f'aul. ty tri.ggeri.ng .. Q poor connecti,ons:; improper focus of 
camera, or.oscilloscope.? or cons,iderable overlapping 'of the strain trace1;;l so that 
individual traces are dif'ficu1t to follow (> In some cases only partial. r(~co:r.ds 
were obta.ined -"" that is,9 only some of the stra.in traces were recordedQ 
Anexam.inatj.on of the figures reyeals that t::m.e durati.on cf' the stra:ln 
records i.n Tests 5-12 was relatively short., varying from. 0" 5 to 8 milli.secondf)o 
TlJ!.e~le strai.n records are presented i.n their ·entiretyo The selected record 
duration (oscilloscope sweep time) roreach test 'Was based on the results obtained 
f'rom pre,;rlo'Us tests and wbatwas considered t.o be a su.:ffi.cient int.erval at 
time 0 Unfortun.atel.y ~ some of the select"ed times appear to have been too short to. 
record the Spt~ci.m.en "behavior during and aft.er the redistri'buti.on of loado 
As the length of the starter materi.al was increased,? records over a 
longer interval ofti.m.e became necessaryo Movi.ng :fi.1m was used. to record the 
strain responses for all d.j-namic gages i.n Tests l4""l8 f'or re1ativ-ely long periods 
of' time (355 milliseconds in Test 14) Q Photographs of a typical dynamic record 
(considered to be o~ good qUality) taken. on moving film are presented in Figo 290 
In many of the dynami.c strain records j the plot of one or more strain 
responses is shown to terminate in an arrowheada The trace for such a gage 
generally exhibits an extremely rapid rise and. leaves the scope face when it 
records a magnitude of strain greater than the sensitivity set on the oscillo= 
,e\copeo Once this gage has "peaked out 7V }) it usually does not reappearoD. the 
scope face within the duration of the recordo 
(by Dynamic Strain Measurements 
Since a limited number of channels were available for 'dynamic strai.n 
measrurements J gages were placed initi.al1y at various locations throughout the 
plate 80 that a feeling for the magnitude of strains to be expected in subsequent 
te.8tf3 could be developedo As the tests continued ~.nd more information 'became 
a;v·ai.lable j it appeared. t.hat the most us€:fUl, strain measurem.ents would come from 
gages located on the notch line in what was expected to be unfractured materialo 
Al130J it was found advantageous to place all ga;gee1 'back .... to-back and this was done 
In the majority o.fJthe the overall. quaIl ty of the record£l walE, 
good f31l though occas:i.onally sb.nrt porti,ons of the traces were not readabJ~e 
of extreme microphonics or pronounce,d overlappingo In a few tests only a partial 
record WE(,g Q'btained when some pi' i~he l,n-tended dynam.ic traces were lost [because of 
conden.sation and shorting of the cIrcuits 0 It must be emphasized that the obser<=· 
yations which folloir{ represent the general -behavior of the majority of gages and 
there may be some exceptions wt.dch are 6bserved and cannot be satisfactorily 
explainedo 
It appears that there are three factors which m.ay contribute to the 
strain pattern of'the dynamic strain gageso First is the effect of the notch= 
wedge,.,lmpact method of crack initiation on the strain distribution in the speci= 
men 0 FJrom a series of striking tests (l6), it was found that gages in the 
ge.D,era.:l v:Lcini ty of the notch recorded E',trains as high as 220 microinches per 
inch, hut for gages located 8 ino armore from the tip of the notch (on the notch 
line) a strain response over 50 microinches per inch was not measured for any 
gage 0 FJrom these results, the effect of impact on the strsdn pattern of the 
gages may be neglected. 
'Iahe second factor is the effect of the large strai..n iD.crement that 
accompanies the tip of the crack on the beha1Jior of the strain gages 0 If the 
crack det,ectoI"s locate the approximate posltion of the propagating crack,? the 
recordlJs\ indicate,9 in generalJ li.ttle change in strain l.eyel in the uJJ.cra,cked 
portion of'tihe pla.te which i.s beyond the sphere of in,fluence of the crack front 0 
:r~b.i,s would indi,cate t'1hat even though there is a :r.educt:i.on in the net seetlon as 
the crack is, progresslng across the plate JI the stra:i.n and corresponding load on 
th~? remaining ~;eetion do not chan,ge during the fracture process.; 
The t!hird and probably m.ost infl.uential effect on the total straln 
pattern is the redistribut,lon of load after the fracture has been stopped 0 In 
m,any of the tests prior to the use of moving film (Tests 5",,12).? the duration of' 
the record may have been too short for the strain pattern to be inflUenced the 
redi.str:fbution ofloadQ AlSOy trATee of thet~e speclmens (Tests 5,9 8 J and 9) c.on"" 
ta.in a crack only 12 in., long and. a redlstrjJouti,ono:r load on the remaining net 
sectlon (5 ft wide) does not substantially aff'ect the initial strain level in the 
speeimen.~ In Test 12, the average reading of "back=to"",back gages 5 and 6 shows a 
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dlefJinite reduction in strain level at a:bout 4 mi.l1iseconds 'Which may i.ndicate the 
in1.tial i:n:fluence of a redistrihution of loado 
In Tests 14-18, four of'the dynamic gages (3, 4, TJI and 8) were lo~ated 
on an area of the plate which 'Was not subjected to the sphere of influence of the 
propagating crack front 0 Cousequentlyy the major portion of strain pattern may 
'be considered to be the result of~the redistribution of I,oad o The remai.nlng ga.ges 
(17 2)1 5.9 and 6) were usually placed surficientlyclose to the point of lniti.al 
arrest that their strain pattern was affected by both the propagating crack front 
and the redistribution of' loado FJrom. a 6rtudyof the test records,? there seems to 
'be a p~A,ttern in the strain respon.ses from those gages which are i.nfluenced 'by 'both 
th.e propagating crack front and the redistribution of load" This pattern appears 
to composed of three stages whi.ch m.a.y be descrfbed as followso The first 
stage 1~3 the i,ncrease in strain d~ue to the l.nfluence of the approachln.g crack 
front 0 When the crack 1.13 st.opped at the hutt ... weld,? the strain levels off approxi.''"' 
mately an,d then starts to i.ncreasl8 agaiuo This ~}econd increase :tn ~traln is 
probaJoly cau.sed 'by the begi.nning of. the load redistributiono Once again the 
straln leyels off" and then. m.ay i.ncrease either gradually or suddeulyo ThiEl la.st; 
of' lncres,s:i.ng strai.D.could be the: rle~3Ult o:f' transfer of' load becau.se of 
'buckling at the far si.de of' the plate,? or the extension of the: crack 
in,to the 1:J steel 'because of the recli,strilrati.on of'loadJ or a combi.nation. of 'both 
eff'f3ct[3o 
M,examination of. the l~jtra:i.n records) from Te~t8 14",,1,8 clearly shows a 
fSlimi.1.arity in strain. pattern for the gages l.oeated. back=to..,backo HOW12r'ire.r,9 th:i.[2, 
tSllm.ilaritydoe.s not u.sua},ly prevail throughout the entd.re duration of' the stra:i.n 
record." In. TestL~ 14'7 15J and 16J the strain responses of gages .4. and, 8 di,verge 
m8~IC'kedly between 4 and 12 milli.seconds 7 indicating the beginning of 'bucklIng· on 
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the far side of the plate 0 In Test 18 J gages 4. and 8 indicate t:he beginning 
of buckling at approximately 23 milli.secondslc, Thi.s time variation in the :first 
In.dication of buckling may be attri'buted to variati.on in the alignmen.t of the 
pull~platesJ difference in the geometry of the specimen, or difference in. the 
resistance of Z and T steel to inelastic "buckling 0 When the area of' buckling 
was extensive (Tests 15 and 16).9 the strai.n pattern of gages 3 and, 1 also 
diyerged eventually 0 
In. Test 177 an unusual strain pattern. developed because of an. unex~ 
pected occurrence after the fracttlre was lni tiated and propagated to thE~ a!"z"estol" 
material 0 Apparently 7 during the ini.tial stage of load redistributionj a 
secondary crack initiated in the butt=weld joining the insert plate to the bottom 
pull=plate" This secondary crack caused a complet.e fracture in the specimen on a 
section approx:!.mately 1 ft below t;he notch line as show:n i.n. Figo J.l5 a T"he chev·:r.orl 
pattern in the 36=ino strlp of :z; steel shows that the secondary :fractu.re prop6L= 
gated from the center to the edge of the plate 0 However J the f'ract;ure srurface in. 
the weld between the insert and pull"",plate offerEi no inform.ation on the direction 
of crack propagatiollo In Figo 26 it can. "be seen that all the gages on this 
t2:i,pecimen. start to decrease instri1:d.n between 5 and 500 millisecondf:5o ThiB 
p:r."obably represents thIS tim,(:? that; the fractu:Ce pro:psbgated along the TW'eld lJetween 
the insert and Pllll"'plate 0 lUI gages except .1 and 5 decrease to strains that 
corref3:pond well to the in:!. tial 'tJ"alues at zero loado The strains from 
probably becau£~e they experienced high 
magn,i tudes of' strai.n f'o1." a<botll.t 2': millii'5econds 0 
With the introduction of'moving f.ilm (Test 14) J) the strain hlstory cd:: a 
gage couJ.d be obtained. for several hundred milliseconds if the gage dld not V1p,eak 
outH or fail. in some other mann,fer 0 This relat.i yely long strain record presen.ted 
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~ln Oppol"tuLn.i ty to determine the time required for the gage responses to reach a 
relat:i.v€l.y statlonarylevel of strain 0 F:1gures 23 and 24 pr~sent the strai.n. 
levels measure.d at time intervals of' 355 and 160 milliseconds in Teste, 14 and 15 
respe:cti velyo Wi thln minor deV'iatl anf; J the val.ues at 18 to 20 milliseconds are 
In good agreement with the last readings. plototedo Actually J there are m.ild 
oscill81,tions l)etween the{~e tim.€:1£l.9 and it va,Sl foun.d that at a time of.'approximately· 
100 milliseconds a reasonably constan,t Hf'1,nal T9 strain value could be o'btaini£;;d., 
T!'ie £;strain distribution across the plate at vari.ous times r~electe.d 
i.1JLus,t;rate more clearly the strain dlstri:bution aCrOl:'lS the remainlng n€~t k1i€cti.on 
durlngthe redistrihution of'load" Also J theyperm.i.t a convenj,ent comparison 
between the last dynamic strain readings shown and the static 'V'a},ues read af'ter 
(;~ompar:lson. :is Cii sc'U.s sed. In. more d.etatl lmderSubse;ctlon. 
( c) Static Strai.n Mea!::3'urements 
gages 11(.'518 t;o m.ea,st~re the f3train. level acrOSf;l tb.E~ width of the specimen. bhTId the 
de,v'eloped in. the in,sert plate a the reajority of t,;he i:~:pecim.(:;;n~j 
'LlID.i.f"or''IIi!. thrOughout the plate 0 HOii(8«ler' in 
the "Width of' the t,ebt~ pIece 8.ud. the thi.ckness a In. one of: these 
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plate on. one 8\ide only (gages 12 and 15;) o. Also,~ i.I!. the 
thi.ckX1E:SS dlirection,? a clii"fere:nce a~, high a8 '1'35microinches per inch 'Was record.ed 
and 210 Tv. spite of this large difference in straJ..rl,? th~ 
average of these back=to=back gages i.E 900 mi.croJ.nche~~ per inch which i.s in g;ood 
agreeme.nt with the computed strain of 935microinche~ per inch" 
As the testing program advanced,? it 'Was found advantageous to place a 
static gage 1/2 ino fromeacb. dynamic gage" This readily provided a replacement 
:for a dynamic gage which may have shorted out during the cooling 'Process or was 
found to be unsatisfactory during the calibration period immediately before the 
t;est (this accounts :for the interruptions in consecutive numbering of the stati.c 
gages t;hat a.ppear on some of the instrumentation drawings) 0 Secondly J the level 
of' 'strain recorded by the static gages after the test could be compared with the 
strains recorded by the dynamic gages during the testa 
In Figs" 30 J 31,<) and 32} a comparison can "be made between the static 
8train measuremen.ts (taken under the existing load immediately after the test) and 
the laztdyn.amj.c strain recorded" In gener'a1} the s~nse and magni t-ude of strai.ns 
from static and dynamic read.ings are in good agreement consideri.ngthat a compar),"" 
son is lJeing made of stra.ins measured 'by gages 1/2 ino apart on the plate 0 In 
ar'881,S of the plate subjected to hi.gb. strai.ns or consi.derable 'bucklingjl a marke:d 
di.fference in stra:t.n. level can exist bet'W'een two gages located only 1/2 inn ap8JC't Q 
. \ \d) ?racture Speeds 
The speedE:' of brittle fracture propagatIon meaErured on the plate sur"" 
Z and X steels are summ.ari.zed in F1.go 33 for these tests (l In. the 
of tests reported,9 the speed mea,~!,urements were restricted to the starter 
material and the spaci.ngof the crack detectors was d.eterrrdned to some extent 
the width ai' £'3tarter strip ayailablA:; 0 To exrurdne these results.9 the fractuI'(e 
speed mea8urements are eli. vided into t.he following grout>s ~ (1) specimens i:n which 
the detectors were spaced approximately 2 ina ape.rt (Tests 5-8)>> (2) specimen.s in 
which the detectors were spaced from 6 to 15 i.n" apart (Tests lO,? l2,? and 16;=18) p 
and (3) s:pecimens in which the speed was measured across vertical butt=welds made 
with E120l5 electrodes (Tests 7 and 10)0 
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Considering the first group J the range of' fracture speeds varied f'rom 
2000 to 5600 £ps 0 However, this wide variation represents the two extremes of 
calculated ,speedy and, except for three v~uesJ most of the speeds are in the 
2()OO to 4100 fps range.. For the tests in this group J the average net stress 
varied from 25 to 33 kSi, the temperature ranged from +10 to -13°F:; and either 
E or Z steel was used for the starter materialo Because of the variation in. 
measurements obtained for each individual specimen no effect ofanyo.fthese 
variabl.es on crack speed can be o'bserved" 
Aid, wider starter strips were used, the detector spacing was increased, 
and for Tests 10;; 12, and 15",,18 the spacing between most detectors varied. from 
6 to 15 i.no although for any individual specimen the spaci,ngwas approximately 
COD.stJant <> In all cases bu.tone (discussed in the follo'Wingparagraph) the speed 
mea,s'ured over these distan.ces ranged from ~8oo to 4900 fps Q However 3 this range 
liBl not repres€:tJ!.tati ve of the majority of the speed measurements l)(~.cause wi tIl, 
excepti.on. of 4750 and 4900 fps) the speeds range :f.rom 2800 to 3800 f'p81 0 All of' 
the 13peed6\ in this group 'Were measured on Z steel at an average net stress of 
28 kf;Sd, and SL temperature arotmd .... 20oF except fbI" Test 10 where measurem,ent!j were 
made! on X E')teel at a slightly lower str(~fH~\ and t€!mp'~ratllre o. Neglecting the 
in stre~js and 'te:mperat:ur(~ 5J the speeds of' crack pro:pa.g~:tion lJ:ii, 
the two dlff"erent :::~teels are in agr'eement 0 
a substantial.ly lOwer crack speed (700 :f'ps) it::j eyid~:n.t .i.n 
t;b.e Z &;It;ee:l betw~~eD. the ~5econd triggerT2 and detector F" 0 The reason fUoy'" this 
redu,ced crack speed 18 not clea,r J 'but there is evidence from the reElpOntSe of the 
d.ynam:i.c gages tha.t there W'as some tlelay 1n the breakin.g time recorded for detec'.= 
tor Flo 
In Te8t 18:; the reliabili.ty of the speeds recorded <by the detectors l.n 
the 20=iuo wide str:Lp of Z steel is higbly questionable for several reasonSi> 
Firstp there wa.s extremely high strain i.n the area of detector F due to the 
redistri"bution of' load and it is qui.te possible that this strain. may have 
t~tretched the detector a sufficient amount to break it prematurely before the 
actual crack was present 0 Also~ there :i.8 some doubt as to the reliability of the 
breaking time of. detector I becalli~e the fracture path branched slightly near 
detector I as shown in Figo 44bo However/) because of the greater reducti.on in 
plate thickness measured aCI"OS8, the major portion of' this ~O ... ino strip of Z steel 
(Bee FJigo 35).? i.t seems reasona'bl,e to expect a somewhat slower speed in t:b..is 
material 0 
In. Tests 7 an.d 10 J the average f;,tpeed measured across the vert:i.eal 1crutt= 
we;l.d~5 ranged f.rom 500 to 2550 :fps 0 A redllced fJpeed through the welds seem£t 
reatlonalble si.nee a close :i.nspecti.on of' the fractured surf'ace81 usuaJ.ly i.nd:i.cat;~;d 
f30m,E;; du,ctl1.i ty in. the welda In Test 10,? the t~ubst,antia11y lOWE,~r fracture r,~,:peeoL 
of' 100 fPs between tillJ-;1tector£j F an.d, G, if~ hig:bJ.ly questionable sincejl i.n~moth,\:;:n:' 
13) J a d,etector placed on. T f3tee1. was f"ound 'broken as a reis'ru.t. o:f~J 
'before fra,ctllri.ng than. 
Z 8lteE".ls J results from dE:t~eetors mOll!Jlted Oli:. J:r. i3\teel Sh01Ud. not be comld.n~~(l w.1.th 
dat8J, fUrom. d;~~~tectors mO'I0JIJi.ted on other steels to compute average crack Speedf-i 0 
In. conclu£51.ori.,9 the i::lpeed8 :m.ea8u.red. between the more wi,dely spaced. 
detectors are more uni.f'om. andy i~o:::" the: m.ost part J fall wi thin the range; of" 2800 
to :;floo £Ps a In most cases the Bpeed m.easl1rements made on plain. plate f~pecim.e.ns 
of' Z [f,teel (Project SR=.l;7) were of a100ut th.e Bame magn.i tude when dete:rm:i.n.ed fOroID 
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detectors" Vari.ation in speed is more apparent between closely spaced detectors 
and this may be further evidence that the fracture progresses across the plate in 
an irregular 'manner (16)G 
( B.eduction i.n Plate Thickness 
The redu~tion in. plate thickness along the crack path for eight 
s:peci.m.ens (Tests 4 j 9<9 10,? ll,? 12,9 13.9 16) and 18) is presented in Figs 0 ,,4 and 
35" These values 'Were obtai.ned at various points by careful. measurements wi.th a 
pair of micrometer calipers" 
In all of these tests J the reduction :In. thickness i.n the starter 
material (E j Z, or X) varied fr.om approxi.mately 1/2 to 2 percent" However,? in 
Tests 10 J 12,9 and 18 J a reduction in plate thi.ckness as high as 10 percent was 
m.easured in some sections of Z steel which experi.enced high strains prior to 
fractured surfaces in. these strips of' Z steel still exrdbi tE~d the 
familiar (~hevron pattern Whtlch was prevalent in the starter stJr'ips 0 An. 1.11u.stra<.: 
tioD. of thi.s can 'be seen in Figo 39 12) Q 
B.eduction in. plate thickn.e[-;js as hi.gb. as 11 1/2 percent was m.easured in. 
the etrake~~\ ofT f~teel where the fract'uJ:'e had crossed or partially penetra,ted 
"tb.:i.s m.aterial. 0 For thOf!,e fractltrelSl wrdeh had partially penetrated the T 
tb.E~ reduc.tion. in tb.ickrJ.ef:~\f\ at the poInt of' arrest var'led f~rom about 'I 1/2 to 11 
pEdrcen.texc~ept f'orTest 9 where the crack. pen.etrated approximately 0085 ino on. 
one sidf~; 01." the plate and. the reduction in. tb.iC$J].e~3S at the point of 8,rres,t was 
Fbr strakeB, of T steel not penetrated by a propagating crack,? the 
meafjlUred reduction in thickness was about one percent in Test 4 although i.n 
similar specimens J (Tests 5 and :; no reduct:i.on i.n thickness could loe m.ea~rured" 
In1J['est 11$ a redu.ction of'plate thickness of 4· 1/2 percen.t was meaEHtred in 
the first, J+·=ini> strake of T steel)) clearly indicating the presence of very high 
strains in that areao 
( Crack Path and. Texture 
The fracture has not shoWi. an.y tendency t.o follow a partictilarcrack 
path al t;houg,h the majority of :fractures, slope upward from the point of in~ tiation 
,ru1d then level offJ somewhat 0 The crack paths for completely arid partially frac<=> 
t,ured specimens are ~,hown. in Figs <> 36 and 37 respectively 0 The maxim:um. deviati.on 
of a crel,ck pat,h from the notch line was 4090 ino for a 36-i.no crack length in 
For all of the specim.ens in tW.s series J the fracture surface in the E, 
XSJ and Z steels had a t;ypical brittle appearance 0 The texture of the fracture 
sux'f'ace v-ari.ed intermittently from smooth to coar$€ in alI, these steels an.d cOllld 
crack speeds 0 Photographs of the f'racturea 
~,UiX':fuacefc"\ of' Ei,pecimens "Which fract'lJred completely ('IJests '1» 10 J and 12) a-re tSlhow. 
In. contrast to the brittle ap:p;eara11.ce of the fra.ctu.I"ed r;,'ur.:fac'~ of the 
Jr':hmneGL a1J.d f;;;emi.=ki.lled steels?'l the fra,ctured c8'~face o:f the T srLeel was alW;~Y'~ OD. 
of three strakes ofT steel which were completely fracttl1red 1.s ~hown :In 
Figo 39 c> Partial f"ractures l.nto 'I' steel. occurred in several specImen.s and 
photogJr°apb.B showin.g tb.e:i.r surface a;ppE:arance. 8,.,'t'e presented in FJig Q 
In. are photographs of t;:b.e surf"ace of' the l' steel 1.n tn.e 
region arotmd -the end o:f the arrest€!dL cracko In. FJigs 0 41 and 42 it is 'crviclent 
that a 4=i.n.o wi.de tstrake ofT steel completely arrested 12--- and 24"',ino long 'cracks 
M.d that only In Tee,t 9.9 where the testing temperatl:JX"e Wa15l extremely low? is 
there visrble evidence of the crack beyond the butt=weld in the T steelo In 
specimens eonta,:i.ning a 36 ... i.no width of' starter material,? the arrested crack 
penetrated 12- and 36~ino wide strakes of T steel as shown in Figo 430 The 
penetration of cracks that had propagated 48 and 60 ina and then been arrested 
can be ~een in F:Lga 440 Inelastic buckling usually occurred at the .far edge of 
the specimens in which these long crack lengths were developed 0 
In the specimen of Test 1.7 the bri ttlE~ crack:. propagated 36 ino to the 
4=ino strake of T steel." It is believed that ,9 du.ring the initial stage of l.oa,d 
redit3trlbu.tion7 a secondary crack was inltiated and resru ted in the complete 
]~racture attn.e fSi,pecmen aiSl shoWQ inFJig 0 45 () Heferringto the ~"TIaml.c ~straiIL 
recoIC'de, inF"igo 26.9 it appears that the arr1estorstrak.e of T steel was not ~ub­
jected ,to a major redistri.bution of load" This also seems reasonable 'beca;use the 
arrested!. crack in. this specim.en was visible across the sltrface of the plate to 
the butt;""wel.d only 'whereas J in other cases where a 36""lno long cra.ck. wa,s de\!i'eloPeoL 
(Teats 13,9 14· and 15),? penetration of the T steel strake was al:ways evident; a:ft;e:r 
the test was completed. (see Fign 4.;) 0 
seemed that the butt=weld an.ot 4·-in" LI' steel strake in this ~pec.i,m.eD. 
(Test contain.ed an. arrested crack. wldc;h had been relatively ll1.naffeC'.t~:d 
redi.striJDution of load an.d [':i\hcmld, be exam.ined fliLJC'ther" A radiograph of the: 
aJE'rest; re:g:i.on showed that the point of' d.eepeftt penetration of the crack. 1Nar'f, the 
l' btee~l heat=af'fected zone 0 A 1l1€:ta,l.logra;phlc €'?xamin;5!,tion. of" this reg:i.on. 
To provIde a ba;;sd.B far comparison. of't;he te~;lt;s of" welded arrestor 
spec:imeus,9 It waG felt that a few riveted crack. arres,tor speci.mens should be 
fa:1br:i.ca;t;edJ according to a de.tail for which there was a grl~at deal. of' service 
info!-mation9 and te8ted under laboratory con.(ii t1o:nE~ 0 Tl.1.e arrestor detail 1n 
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these s.pecimens was the same as a design. used on ships in service and consisted 
oi'U a doubler plate riveted to one side of a slotted main insert plate 0 The 
doubler plate was extended above and below the insert plate so that it could be 
bolted to each pull-plate and more fully develop the desired load in the doubler 0 
For comparative purposes in the test program, a f'ewspecimens were fa'bricatE~d 
without a slot beneath the doubler a All of the riveted arrestor specimens in 
th1.a series were fabricated by a qualified ship·builder to insure that the labors.,,,,, 
tory specimens were typical of actual practiceo 
In the riveted arrestor specimens.? the arresting device consisted of a 
l6=ino wi.de by 3/4-ino thick doubler plate ri.veted to one side of the main. insert 
pl,ate with four verti.cal. lines of l=ino dimneter,9 cotmters'UnkJ paD.=hea,d rivets 0 
Th(8 rivet holes were drilled in the main :plat i8 a.nd those in the doubler w~~re sun= 
plm.t~1:f.ts;cl and ream,edo In one case.9 the inse:rt plate con.ta.i.ned a longi tU.d::tn.al ~1)lot 
cent;erE;cL ·beneath the doubler plate and in. other case it did not 0 While only' 
the slotted. specimen is typical of' the t;ype o:f arrestor in general use J it was 
fJe lt. 't;hat fd.m.i.lar tests of an unslotted spe:cimen would provide an oPPO!:'tlll.i ty to 
compare the eff'ecti veness of the two d,eta..i.1s 0 
Table 4 f::lummarizes the tests conducted on. 6=ftwi,de speci.rnene. 
a, riveted doubler pl.ate 0 In th.ese tet~,ts the average stress on the net section 
wag 2608 ked,? the theoretlcal. la.teral impact was 1200 ft Ib)l and the testing 
a temperature 1J'aried from +1 to =20 Fo 
if \ 'Ilie8t R.ecords r=-r=- -.~ ~ 
Dynamic records were obtained in each of the f~ive tests on. riveted. 
a,rrestors:pecimens and are shown in Figso 46-500 These figures have 'been made 
up in the same manner as previously described in Su.bsection 1581,0 It can be seen 
that th.e duration of the strain records from Tests 19=23 varies :from 4· to 10 
rrdl1i8econds 0 
Slotted Insert with Doubler 
In. 'both tests on this insert the brittle crack was initiated from a. 
notch that was on line with a horizontal row of rivets connecting the doubler to 
the main plate 0 In Test 19 the notch was at the edge of the specimen near the 
doubler while in Test 20 the notch 1<fa.s a.t the opposite edge of' t.he specimen 0 
Under an average stress of the net section of 2608 ksi and an average 
temperature of +loF (Test 19) the brit.tle crack traveled slightly upward,9 passing 
between the horizontal rivet rows, to the flame .... cut slot In the main plateo 
There was no indication of fracture in the main plate material beyond the slot 
(see Figo 51) or in the doubler plateo 
T.'ne partial fracture from Test 19 was rewelded 0 In the next test QU 
this specim.en (Test 20) where the crs,ck was inltiated from the opposite edge ,9 an. 
8,'rreragestress of' 2608 ks:l.)) an. average tempera.ture of-19°FJ and a. theoretical 
lmpac!t o:f:' 1200 j:t 1'b were com~bi.ned. to produce a, crack that propagated 54 1.rJ.o 
across the mai.n plate to the flame=cut sloto In additIon)) the doubler plate 
fract'ared aCl"osrs two linee, of' rivets a.s shown in Figo 510 
The d:yu.amlc 1:3trai.n gage record. from Test 20 J shown in Figo 47J show~) 
the rapld d.eyelopment of largf?! pr,3aks in the main plate (gage ana. in the 
In addi ti.on.p gage 40n the far . side of 
the d.ovlbler JP1.81te also shows a IEludclen 
(if) th(:;; remaining portion cd' thE: mai.n plate 0 
are wi thi.n the raugt.-:: of val:ues obtaj,ned from other tesits 
i.n thls (see FIg a 33) 0 The texture ai' the fractured sl~l1':"face of' the 
specimen from Test 20 is ShOWD. in Figo 530 
From tests it is evident that an abrupt discontinultY7 such as 
that provided 
if the redistribution of load~ is not too great a Also J it appears that 
rivet holes do not necessarily attract propagating 'brittle crackso 
( c ) Unslotted Insert 'With Dou"bler 
In all tp~ee tests on this specimen (Tests 2lJ 22 and 23) the brittle 
crack was :i.nltiated from a. notch at the edge of the main plate near the doubler 
plate 0 The location of' the notch with respect to the horizontal rows of riV'ets 
co:one~;.!ting the doubler to the main plate was varied in each test a Af'ter each 
test p the fractured portion of the spe(~imen was rewelded for the next test a 
In Test 2l the crack was l.n1tiatQ;?d :from. a notch i.n line with abor'I"'" 
zontal, row of r:l.vetso At a stress of 2608 ksi and a temperature of _.1.3oFl .'! thE~ 
cra,ck propagated i.n the main plate to a rivet hole in the first vertical ll,ne of' 
rivets (see FJigo 52) a 
In Test 22 the crack was :lni t:i.ated from a notch located rrddJilTay betwee.n 
two horIzontal rows of' rivetso In this case,? at the same stress and slightly 
lo-wertemperatu.re..9 the crack propagated s11ghtly upward and between two hori.zontal 
rows of riV'ets to a rivet hole in the third yertlcal lin.e (see Figo There 
was no eyidence of fracture In the doubler plate in this testa 
In Test 23 the notch was located" just slightly above a horizon,tal row 
of'rlvets so that the l')est opportun.1ty j~or tminterrupted crack propagation WOltld 
p1."sYail.o In this test» at the same stress and approx1.mately the same temperat~JJ:,'("(~J 
the 'brittle crack propagated completely across the main plate of. the specimr;~n'J 
pass:iJ:)),g 'approx1matel::y m,id:way two horlzo:n.tal rows of rivets in. the region 
wh(~re t.he doubler' plate was connecte.d to the main plate a In add! tion,9 the 
doubler plate was fractured from the f'ar edge to the second vertical. line of 
rivets (see Figo 52) a The fracturect surface of the speci.men wlth l.ts character.is= 
tic ~:;heV'.ron pattern can. be seen 11l Fi.go :530 
Since Tests 2l an.d 22 had, not been fractured completely J ful,l instru=· 
mentation was not used on the specimen for Test 230 InsteadJ dynamic records were 
taken on the individual gages mounted on the lower pull"'plate Only sInce J up to 
that time, only an. average readIng of these back-to-back gages had been recorded 
a.nd no information was avai.lable on the Individual behavior of'these gages (1 These 
i:ndbridual records)' plotted in Fig" 50jl indi.cate good agreement between these 
'back-to-"back gages during the brittle fracture propagation 0 They indicate a sub-
stantial drop: in strain after about two milliseconds which ",as about the tim.e 
required for complete fracture of'the insert 0 
17., 6=Ft Wide Weld,eel Arrestor Specimens with C Steel 
The purpose of tills series of tests was to study the behavior of crack 
arrestor specimens containing a strake of C steel as the arrestingmateri.a1.o In. 
all 22 t;est;s the specim.en i.nsert was 3/4 ino thi.ck, 6 ft wide J and contadned a 
12""i.nolii':tde sta,:rte;r. ertrip of Z steel., Tblswidth of starter material 'Waf~ chosen 
i.n (Jrder to minimize the effects of redistribution and d<X'op""of'f of load. t.hat ~JXe 
aSf~oci.a,ted. wlth the developtnent of longer crack. lengths i.n tb.ls type of specIm.eno 
FJrom Ta.ble ;; it is evid.ent that for th.e liY'dirauli.c testlng ·m.achine uli:il\~d approxi."" 
matel:y 97 pe~rcent of. tb.(2) init:l.al. loa,ol rem.a.,in~~ on E'/, 72 ... 1:0.0 wide specim.En:l aj~ter a 
~~rac;k ha61 propagated 12 in., and arresrt;ed.!> Crack. speed ml.ea~'\urem.e;;nt.s f'raIn. 
thiJ3 program. and also f:r.'om the closely alll.(i~d Brlttle Fract;'ure M:eehaniC£1 stu.d;;V 
reacb. 6l, constaJlt value wi.thin the first 6 ino of'propagation (16) 0 
In this ~~H;;ri.es of tests the length of the insert yaried from 16 to 
i:uo and the over;alJ, length of the specimen varied, from 80 l to 19 o. 0 ft" Tn€: 
The makeup of the i.nserts 
f'or the: various tests i.8 sho'Wll in F'i.g" 540 
either 20,,0 ksi (close to typical 
o from +10 to +39 ]'J., At som.e ofthecombina,tions of temperature and strJeS8 in tbi.s 
!2,erles of" tests J the origInally 'adopted theoretical. lateral im.pact of" l200 ft lib 
was not sUf'f'ic:lent to :i.nitiate and propagate a brittle crack 0 the 
stroke an..dL/or pr~sf3ure in the lmpa,ct device Wt?-rre in.creased in order to prov:i.de a 
0:'" Impac,t, glven in Table 5whi.cb. sU1lm:l,arizes the tef'3t.s cond:ucted on 
steelo 
used in 
pla:i:r.l. 
tests OL Z eteel 
ble to standE~1"dj.ze the E;ipecim.en geometry adopti.ng a con.~ltant in.Be:r.'t cd' 
16 ino and to change the pull-plate thickne~s to 3/4 in" so that :Lt would be 
the same as the :Lnsert plate" Howeyer J . after these changes were ma.de J a brittle 
crack could not 'be in:Ltiated and propagated. (Tests 32, 35.9 36 and 37) under test 
conditions that had previously 'been sufficient for satisfactory brittle fracture 
propagation (Tests 28, 29:; 30 and 31) 0 It "Was concluded that the shorter insert 
combined with the thinner pul] ..... plate "Wa.S.'1 in some manner J hindering the lni tia,;o 
tion and p,ropagation of a bri.ttle crack in. the starter strip of' this type of 
£\pecimen 0 Photographs of' the area around the end of the notch of' some o·f' the 
~Jpecimen.s in Which t,he brittle crack dId not propagate across the 12 .. ina width of. 
starter mat,erial are presented in Figo 55 .. 
It was thought that the varIation in resddual strain introdu.ced during 
the preparat:i.on of the different sized, specim.ens might have been responsi'ble fbI" 
som.e of the cllfficulty in initi.a;t;ing an.d propagating a bri,ttle dracko An at,t)err~t 
wa~, m.ade to study these strains and th.ey 'Were measured ::i.nthe direction of'load"" 
in,gclU!X'ing the :eabrica.tionand weldl,ng of' the sp.eci,mens for Tests 37 an.d 38 0 
HcrlJ(ever J because of the presence of several other :possiblysignifican.t vari.ables 
(avera]], specimen length; pUl.l"'plate thickn€~B8 ana, notch. location) in thl.s test. 
8terie;8 an.d the limited num.berof specim.ens that coul.d 'be examined, no correla,tion 
o:fthese "wariables with the test resu]>t~~l could 'be o1otained" 
!rref;\t 
=-;10:: 
stress"9 tem1')\~ratu.re and latera,1 impactwa.f\ not sUi.fficlent to initiate and propt:'1= 
gate a brlttle crack satisfactorily in the tef,~t specimen 0 Of the sev'ent!e:en 
remaining specim.ens; ten contained. a 6o .... iuo width of C steel? fi:ve contain.ed. an 
18""ino width ofC steel and two contained a 6= i.n. 0 width ofC steel 0 T"he test 
resu~ ts for specimens with these widths of'C steelJ und,er the various combina:tionE\ 
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of average stress and temperature,? are plotted in Figo 56. Presented in Pig. 57 
are photographs of all the specimens in which a 12=ino long crack was arrested "by 
the C steel strakeo 
In all specimens except two (Tests 28 and 29 ... - where 3- and 4=in. long 
submerged cracks in the C steel were evident), the propagating brittle crack was 
either entirely accepted or completely refused by the strake of C steel. There 
was no case in which the strake of C steel was penetrated and partially fractured 
the propagating crack 0 As in~cated by the test results pl9tted in Figo 56,? 
it a;ppea:1C's that the arresting ability ofC steel is not greatly affected by the 
sverage applied stress but is very strongly influenced by the temperature of the 
material 0 
Referring to Figo 56, a 6o-ino strake of C steel exhibits a transition. 
in behav'ior from complete fracture to complete arrest at a temperature around 
+lOOF 0 Prom only two tests the corresponding temperature for a 6 .... ino strake of 
C steel i.s not well defined b;ut appears to 'be a few degre'es higher 0 Rowever J the 
temperature range at which an 18"" in. width of this material demonstrateiE:~ this 
transition in "behavior seems to 'be about 30- 35°F in these specimens Q 
In tests where an average stress of 20,,0 ksi was applied,\' both 6= and. 
wide Btrakes of C steel. arrested. the propa.gating crack at a temperature of' 
,.0 
abOl:1.t +1.6 Fo Howevers when the average 2ltress was increased to 28.0 ksi,? nei.ther 
a 6"" nor 18=ino wid.e strake of C steel cou.ld arrest a crack propagating at this 
temperature 0 It is conceivable that the proximity of the second butt""weld in 
these specimens affects the res:i.dual strain pattern in the arrestor strakeJ 
thereby influencing the behavior of the specimen" 
Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that,? although a 6=in. 'Wi.de 
strake of" C steel did not arrest a crack that had propagated 12 in", this crack 
was arrested.9 after propagatingl8 ina, "by a 54-in. wide strake of X steel 
(Test 39)0 It is possible that the crack velocity was reduced while crossing 
the 6=ina width atC steel and that the butt=weld,=·X= steel combination offered 
su.f'ficient resistance to arrest a slower moving crack. 
(c) Reduction in Plate Thickness 
The reduction in plate thickness along the crack path for the specimens 
:i.n which a brittle crack was initiated and propagated is presented in Figso 58 
and 590 In general,? the reduction in thickness in th~ Z steel starter material 
varied from approximately 1 to 2 percenta In Tests 43 and 45 where the brittle 
crack propagated 12 in. and was arrested 'by an 18=ino width of' C steel.)) the 
general level of reduction of plate thickness in the Z steel starter material 
seems to be slightly more than the previously mentioned valuea 
In most cases the rleduction in plate thickness measured in the strakes 
of"'C steel varied from a'bout 1 to 3 percent where the crack had completely frac"", 
t'ured the strake 0 For the ~3pecimens where the crack was arrested by the butt"" 
weld an.d was not v-isible in. the Ctsteel,? the reduction in thickness in the 
arreBtor . matlerial 'Was extremely' smal,l and measurable only adjacent to the welda 
In t;he two tests (28 ani 29) 'Where 8u~bmerged cracke, 3 and 4 ino long were devel"" 
oped in. the C steel,? the reduction ,tn platE"; tbickness was as high as 60 5 pe,re~~nt a 
( d) Crack Path. and TextUre 
Again. in these tests:; the fractu.res haye not shown any tendency to 
follow a particular crack path a1 though the majority of the fractures slope 
upward and then level off 0 The crack paths obtai.ned in the various tests are 
~ketched o!:!,:the'indl:v1dUal"irJl,serts in F'iga 511-0 
For all specimens tested. in this series,9 the fractured surface had a 
tyJ)ical bri t,tle appearance and was always ona 90° plane relative to the plane 
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of the plate" The texture of the fractured surface varied intermittently from 
smooth to coarse in all three steels used and showed no part lc Ular pattern" The 
typical chevron markings.9 characteri.stic of brittle fractures, can be seen on the 
surfaces of the completely fractured specimens shown in Figs" 60 and 61. 
(e) Comparison with Various Charpy V"'N"otch Criteria 
Service data :from World War II Ship plates have demonstrated that the 
initiation of brittle fractures in welded structures of semi-killed and rimmed 
structural steels is possible only at temperatures where the steel develops less 
than 10 ft l<b energy inCharpy V-notch tests d Similarly brittle fractures 
stepped in these steels at t,em:peratures corresponding to V ... notch Charpy energy 
levels around 20 ft Ibo 
The Naval Research Laboratory d<eveloped Drop ... Weight Tests (which provide 
the NDTtempet'atuxe) and Explosion=BuJ..ge Tests (which provide FTE and FTP tempera ... 
tures) i;hat were in agreement with the National BureaU of Standardsfindj,ngs (11) 0 
In add.ition, results from Drop-Weight and E.xplosion""BUlge Tests for fully ... killed 
lS1teels j high ... tensile steels J quenChed and tempered steels an.d other types of 
steelhaV'e been. reported and compared withCharpy V""D.otch test results on the 
13ame materials (12) I> F'or fUlly ... killed ABSo.Class C normalized steel the NDT 
t.emperatuxe was foun.d to correlate w.i.th a Charpy V.."notch impact range of 15=24, 
iJt lb.? with a usual value of 1.7 ft lb and a conseril'ative (rdgh end of the range) 
valllLe. of' 20 :ft 10" The N'DT reported forABS=Class C steel from a limited number 
of" tests was <.u20oF 0 The reported FTE aJld FTP temperatures were +20 and +80oF 
respecti'\rely· (12) n 
All of the .ABS=Class C normalized steel used in this series of tests 
was taken from three different plates of the sam.e heat 0 The Charpy V ... notch 
impact results for each plate (plates 12=17 12-2 and l2!:'13) are plotted in Fig., 9" 
In addition,? cirop""weight specimens f'rom each of these plates were tested by the 
Uo So Steel Corporation and NDTus of~'20.9 =30.9 and _20oF were obtained for plates 
12-1,9 12"",2), 12=3 respectively.. These results are In good agreement with the pre-
.. viously mentioned NDTof .... 20oF reported by Puzak :for ABS=Class C normalized steelo 
The NDT temperaturesJ together with the Charpy V-notch tmpa.ct test 
results)' have been plotted in Fig" 62 for each of the three plates of C steel <> 
It i,E) evldent that the NDT for each of these plates corresponds to an energy' 
level of 3O~35 ft lb and thus does not agree with the suggestion that the tempera~ 
ture 8,t the 20 ft lb Charpy V-notch level gives a conservative value of NDTo 
Also shown on Figc 62 are the FTE range (estimated 3O ... 60°F higher than 
NDT) and the FTP range (estimated 80-120oF higher thanNDT) 0 In addition, explo-
sion bulge specimens from plate 12-3 were tested by the Naval Research Laboratory 
and an FTE of +250 Fwas detennined for this plate 0 It is evident that this actual 
yal,ue of" FTE falls in the middle of the estimated FTE range G 
In Fligo 62 the crack arrestor test results have been plotted accord.ing 
to the plate from which the strake of arrestor material. caple 0 It is evident that 
in. each case the transi ti.on in behaV'ior observed in the crack arrestor tests 
occurred withi.n the previously estimated F'TE temperature range 0 However,? when 
related to Charpy V""'notch energy thi.s transi.tion OCClll"S atabou:t 4,5 ft l'b 
in plate 12i=lJ 55 ft Ib In plate 12 ... 2) and 65 ft l'b in plate 12i><> 30 These data 
indicate that the transition in behavior for C steel,9 when. used ln these erack 
arrestor specimens:; does not relate to a c4.0se1y fixed value of absoX"bedenergy 
i.n the Chal"pY V"""'notch impac.t test 0 
Another suggested index fbI" antiCipating the arresting ability of a 
materlal is the percent shear surface exhlbited by the broken Charpy V .... notch 
specimens 0 ~Jo lnvesti.gate this variable J the percent shear surface of the Charpy 
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V=notch specimens from plates 12=1$ 12",,2 and 12=:3 was obtained with a planimeter 
acc.u:rate to 0001 sq in.. :from .3 x 5 iuo photographs of the fractured surfaces .. 
The total surface area and the brittle surface area were measured twice on each 
half" of' the specimen and the average percent shear surface was computed from 
* these measurements 0 The percent shear surface has been plotted in Figo 620 The 
values of the percent shear surface that occur at the temperature at which the 
crack arrestor tests exhibit a tran.si,tion are approximately 45, 55 J and 65 percent 
for plates 12".,1,9 l2=2p a.nd 12-3.9 respectively.? and a particular val.ue of percent 
shear wo'w.d not have predicted the behavior of all specimens tested in thls 
Recently a study was made of t,he correlation between the performance of 
car'bon structural steel in welded ships and the lateral expansion of a Charpy 
specimenp measured on the compression. side of the barr directly opposite the notch 
(13) 0 T'ne indic8,tions f'l:-tom this stud-yare that the temperature at whl.ch V=notch 
ChaT.1?Y specimen£~ exhibit a lO=mil lateral expansion corresponds closely wi th the 
NDT from. Drop"",Weight Tests an.d the Hsource1V plate behavior in the NBS .ship-plate= 
fral3!ture correlation (for rimmed and i3emi=ki1led steels) 0 This study indicated 
that a lateralexpan.sion 1f15 mils gives some Indication of correlat;lngwell, 
"with the corresponding energy'lertne;l,g that have 'been proposed :for killed and,. low= 
The lateral. expansion on the compression side of the Charpy V =notch 
3:p(s~cdme:ns for C stcc:el was measured, w:lth a micrometer accurate to 00001 i11 Q T'.he~,e 
*' The method described above to obtain percent shear from Char:py specim.ens is 
related to the deforID"ed cross=sectional area and is similar to the method used 
the Nati.onal B'ureauof Standards Q I~oyd ~ s Method ofdeterm.iningpercent 
[ii,hear,? howeverp i..s related to the ori.ginal cross...,sectional area 0 A check was 
made on. the Charpy specimens in the 50 percent shear range and it was found 
that the use of Lloyd~s Method has only a slight effectolf thecurv'eo 
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data have "been plotted on Fig" 62 together with the other~Charpy V-notch criteria 
and the cra.ck arrestor test results* It can be seen that a lateral expansion 
about 30 m.ils in theCharpy bar was measured a.t the actual NDT for this fUlly ... 
killed and normali~ed steel.. FUrthermore ,based on the temperature at which a 
transition in the crack arrestor test results occurs, the accompanying 'lateral 
expansion in the Charpy bar varies from approximately 4.5 to. 00 mils ...... substan-
tially mOJ:'e t,han woUld be eXpected by the proponents of thiscri terion" 
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v" SUMMARY 
On the basis of the test results for the specimen geometry selected and 
the laboratory conditions available, the following observations are made~ 
1 a An E1.20l5 butt-weld alone (i" e", not followed by a strake of tough 
material) did not arrest a brittle crack that had propagated 12 in" across a 
24=ino wide (Test 3) or 72-in. wide (Test 7) specimen. 
20 The brittle fracture surface in rimmed (E or Z), semi-killed (X) or 
fully-killed and normalized (C) steel was always on a plane perpendicular to the 
plate. However J for a crack that had propagated across or into a strake of tough 
steel (T), the fracture surface Was always on a 45-degree plane. 
'0 Strain magnitudes of from two to three times the yield strain have 
been measured on the plate surface in the vicinity of the tip of the propagating 
cracka However, very little permanent set occurred when these high strains were 
developed rapidly and existed for an extremely short period of time. 
40 During brittle fracture propagation little change occurred in the 
strain I.evel ac:ross the 1lIlcracked port:i.on of the plate Which is beyond the influ-
ence of the crack fronto This influence appears to precede the propagating crack 
front by approximately 6 ina 
5 a From the tests of specimens containing a strake of tough steel (~), 
it appears that a propagating brittle crack is inltially arrested or slowed d.own 
in. the "butt~weld joining the starter and arrestor material 0 Subsequent progress 
of" the crack and the extent of penetration in the T steel depend primarily on the 
severi.ty of the resulting eccentric load and the width of the arrestor materialo 
For crack lengths of 24 ino orless 7 the resulting eccentric load does not create, 
in the region at the end of the crack)! a strain increment sufficient to advance 
the fracture beyond the initial point of arresto 
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For crack lengths of 36 ino or greater:; the resulting eccentric load 
creates severe bending (with corresponding buckling at the far edge) and su:Efi= 
cientlybigh strain. in the region at the end of the crack to extend the crack 0 
Then the ability of the remaining section to absorb high strain depends upon the 
width and strength of the tough steel available" 
60 The speed of the brittle crack appeared to reach an approximately 
constant value within the first 6 inc of propagation" The average speeds, 
measured over the distance between widely spaced detectors, were fairly uniform 
andjl for the most part:; fell wi thin the 2800 to }300 f'ps range 0 
70 Tests of 6-ft wide specimens containing a riveted arrestor indi= 
cated that this. is an excellent form of arrestor because of the discontinuity 
produced by the slot in the main plateo Also, it has been shown that the 
accompanying rivet holes in this t:rpe of specimen do not necessarily attract 
propagating crackso If there is no slot 'beneath the doubler plate,? however» it 
18 possi.ble for a brittle crack to pass midway between the horizontal rows of' 
ri.vets and propagate completely across the m.ain plate of a riveted arrestor 
spe{~i.meno 
80 In the tests of spE~cimens, conta:i.ning C steel as an arrestor 
mate:r:i.al;l the brittle crack (which had propagated 12 lno J was either entirely 
a(~cepted. or completely re:fu.sed by the strakes of C steel p Apparently.? the 
Fl1"resting abIlity of this stee.l is not greatly af'fected by the average applied 
streh'38 but is qu.i.te strongly influen.ced by the temp erat·ureof the material.o 
90 A transition in behavior from complete fracture to complete arrest 
occurred between +10 and +350 F' in specimens containing 6- ,18- J and 6o-ino wiele 
strakes of C steelo When. these data were compared with results from Drop=Weight 
and E~xplosion=Bulge Tests i twas evident that the transition in each case 
occurredL within the estim.ated F'I~ temperature range 0 
lao The results from the tests of crack arrestor specimens containing 
C steel were also compared with the values of various criteria that might be 
o'btai.ned from tests of Charpy V-notch specimens 0 At the transition temperature 
obtained in the Crack Arrestor Tests, the corresponding values of various Charpy 
V-notch criteria ranged from 45 to 65 ft lb absorbed energy, 45 to 65 percent 
shear 7 and 45 to 60 mils lateral expansion 0 The values of these criteria that 
correspond to the transition in behavior of the arrestor specimens are more than 
WOll1d have heretofore been expected for a fully-killed and normalized steelo 
1. 
2. 
lao 
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF TESTS ON TWO FOOT WIDE WELDED DOUBLER-TYPE ARRESTOR SPECIMENS 
SPECIMEN 
DESIGNATION 
DOUBLER-PLATE 
DESCRIPTION 
IMPACT 
LOCATION 
AVERAGE STRESS 
ON NET SECTION (KSI) 
AVERAGE 
TEMPo 
(oF 0) REMARKS 
These tests were col~cted on two foot wide specimens in a 600,000 lb screw-type testing machineo The test 
specimen is a 3/4 x 18 x 24 ino E steel insert plate (containing a 12 ino long ~ertical slot at the center) with a 
doubler plate of varying size and mode of attachment placed over the slota The insert is welded to 3/4 ino pull 
plates, using double nV" butt welds - E7016 electrodes j to provide a test piece 2-ft wide x 6-ft longo The notch used 
consists of a slot which is four hacksaw blades wide (approxo 00141 ino) for the first 7/8 ino, one hacksaw blade 
wide (approxo 00034 ino) for the next 1/16 ina, and one jewelers-saw cut wide (approxo 00012 ino) for the remaining 
1/16 ino Two notches are cut, one at each edge of the specimen, and are feferred to in the following table as notch 
1 or notch 20 Theoretical lateral impact from the gas-operated piston device was 1200 ft Ibo Repetition of the 
notch number in the column headed Impact Location signifies a second impact on that notchQ 
E-5 
E-6 
E-7 
E-8 
* 
* 
3/4 x 12 x 8 ine E steel 
doubler with fillet welds 
all aroundo 
3/4 x 11 x 6 ine A-285 steel 
doubler with five l-ino diao 
plug welds top and bottom and 
fillet welds all aroundo 
3/4 x 17 x 6 ino A-285 steel 
doubler with five l-ino diae 
plug welds top and bottom and 
fillet welds all aroun~o 
3/4 x 17 x 6 ino A-285 steel 
doubler with ten I-ina diao 
button head rivetso 
Mechanically stress relieved to 20 .. 0 ksio 
I 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1500 
1605 
1800 
2205 
1803 
20,,6 
2006 
2006 
2100 
2600 
2000 
2600 
+17 
+20 
+20 
+24 
+20 
+20 
+2q 
+27 
+24 
+29 
+35 
+42 
No initiation 
No initiation 
Slight submerged crack 
Crack propagated to slot 
in main plate and to far 
side of doublero 
No initiation 
3 ino submerged crack 
No initiation 
No initiation 
1 ino submerged crack 
Crack propagated to slot 
in main plate and to far 
side of doublero 
3 1/2 ino submerged crack 
Crack propagated to first 
rivet line in main plateo 
TEST 
TABLE 2 SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY TESTS ON TWO FOOT WIDE WELDED ARRESTOR SPECIMENS 
SPECIMEN 
DESIGNATION 
AND DATE 
OF TEST 
WIDTH OF 
STARTER 
MATERIAL 
(INo) 
INITIAL 
LOAD 
(KIPS) 
AVERAGE 
STRESS ON 
NET SECTION 
(KSI) 
AVERAGE 
r~) REMARKS 
These tests were conducted on two foot wide specimens in a 600,000 Ib screw-type testing machineo . 
The test specimen is a 3/4 x 18 x 24 ina insert (fabricated from two 12 ina wide strakes of steel) welded to 
3/4 ine pull plates, using double uvu butt welds = E7016 electrodes, to provide a test piece 2-ft wide x 6-ft 
longe The vertical. weld within the specimen is a double "V" butt weld made with E12015 electrodeso A 1 ino 
long notch (See Table 1) and t,heoretical impae:t of 1200 ft Ib were usedo 
The 3/4 x 18 x 24 ina inserts consisted of 12 ina of E steel and 12 inc of T steelo 
1 ET-l 12 280 1700 +16 Final load - 222 kips 
7-25-55 Crack propagated 12 
inc to near side of 
welda No instrumen-
tation 
2 ET-2 12 462 2800 +.14 Final load - 357 kips 
8-5-55 Crack propagated 12 
inc to near side of 
weld, visible reduc-
tion in thickness of 
welde Record lost 
The 3/4 x 18 x 24 ina insert consisted of two 12 ina E steel strakesa 
3 EE-1 12 41205 2500 +30 Complete brittle 
8-25-55 'fracture with velocity 
reduction through weldo 
Partial dynamic record, 
good qual it Yo 
TABLE 3 S'UMMARY OF TESTS ON SIX FOOT WIDE WELDED ARRESTOR SPECIMENS CONTAINING T-l STEEL STRAKES 
TEST SPECIMEN WIDTH OF INITIAL AVERAGE AVERAGE 
DESIGNATION STARTER LOAD STRESS ON TEMPo REMARKB 
AND DATE MATERIAL (KIPS) NET SECTION (oF 0) 
OF TESTS (II\Ta) (KSI) 
These tests were conducted on six foot wide specimens in a 3j OOO,OOO-lb hydraulic testing machineo The test 
specimen is an insert ."5/4 Ino thick x 72 ino wide with the depth varying from 18 to 58 ina The insert is welded to 1 
ina pull plates (each pull plate was approximately 6 3/4 ft long for Tests 4-14 and 3 1/2 ft long for Tests 15-18) 
using double tlV n butt welds ~ E7016 electrodes 0 All 'irertical wel-ds wi thin the specimen are double ttv tt butt welds made 
with E12015 electrodeso A theoretical impact of 1200 ft Ib was used in all testso Notch length was L ino in Tests 
4-10 (See Table 1) and 1 1/8 ino for Tests 11~18o Following the first fracture test on a given specimen7 the fracture 
is generally cut. out and the remaining portion of the insert used for a second or third testo The initial test on a.n 
insert is designated by an (A)J the second test by a (B)J and the third test by a (C) in the Remarks columna Strain 
gages andlor crack detectors were mount;ed on all specimens in this series 0 
The 3/4 x 56 x 72 ino insert consisted of 12 ina of rimmed E steel} 12 ina of T steel, and 48 ino of semi= 
killed X steela This insert was cut and re~elded for three testso 
4 STE-1 12 1310 2500 
-35 (A) Final load - 1290 kips 
8-19-55 Crack propagated 12 ina to 
near side of weldo 
Entire record lost 
5 STE-2 12 1310 2500 +10 (B) Final load - 1290 kips 
9-28-55 Crack propagated 12 ina to 
near side of welda 
Partial record, good quality 
6 STE-3 12 1750 3300 -13 (C) Final load - 1735 kips 
10-31-55 Crack propagated 12 ina to 
near side of welda 
Complete record, good quality 
The 3/4 x 18 x 72 ina insert consisted of 28 ino of Z steel and 44 ino of X steelo 
7 RES-I 12 1600 3000 -10 (A) Complete fractureo Secondary 
11-18-55 crack initiation at welded-
over notch one foot from far 
edge 0 
Partial record, poor quality 
TEST SPECIMEN 
DESIGNATION 
AND DATE 
OF TEST 
WIDTH OF 
STARTER 
MATERIAL 
(INa) 
INITIAL 
Lo.AD 
(KIPS) 
TABLE 3 (Continued) 
AVERAGE 
STRESS ON 
NET SECTION 
(KSI) 
AVERAGE 
T~Po 
(oF" ) 
~-~--~~~------------~------------------------
RF'..MARKS 
The 3/4 x 58 x 72 in" insert consisted of 12 ino of Z steel, 4 ina of T steel, 12 ino of Zsteel, and 44 ina 
of X steel" This insert was cut and rewelded for three tests o 
8 
9 
10 
RTRS-l 
11-11-55 
RTRS-2 
12 ... 15-55 
RTRS-3 
12 ... 21 ... 55 
l2 1750 
12 1575 
56 1415 
33 0 0 ~5 
30 0 0 ~54 
2700 =39 
(A) Final load - 1730 kips 
Crack propagated 12 ina to 
near side of weld" 
Complete record, good ~ualityo 
(B) Final load. ~ 1550 kips 
Crack propagated 12 ino to 
weld and penetrated 0~85 ino 
into T steel on east side c 
Complete record, good ~ua1ity~ 
(C) Complete fracture~ Fracture 
surface on 450 plane through 
T steel" Far side slightly 
buckled" 
Complete record)! fair ~uality" 
Notch length changed from 1 in .. to 1 1/8 ino The notch now consists of a slot four hack.saw bl_ad.es wj_de 
(approx" 0 .. 141 ina) for the first one inch, one hacksaw blade 1t>Jicle (approx" 00034 in .. ) for the next 1/16 ino J and one jewelers~saw cut wide (approxo OoOl2 ina) for the remaining 1/16 inc 
The 3/4 x 54 x 72 in" insert consisted of 24 inC' of Z steel_~ 4 in" of T steel, 4 in" of Z steel, 4 in~ of 
T steel, and 36 in .. of Z steel" This insert was cut and. rewelded for two tests" 
11 RTRl'=l 
7=13=56 
24 1475 28 0 0 =25 (A) Final load - 1320 kips 
Crack propagated 24 in~ to 
near sid.e of weld .. 
Complete record7 good ~ua1itya 
TEST SPECIMEN WIDTH OF INITIAL 
DESIGNATION STARTER LOAD 
AND DATE MATERIAL (KIPS) 
OF TEST (IN q ) 
12 RTRT-2 36 1475 
7~27-56 
TABLE 3 (Continued) 
AVERAGE AVERAGE 
STRESS ON irErI.1P a 
NET SECTION (OF. ) (KSI) 
28 0 0 -18 
REMARKB 
(B) Complete fracture in about ten 
seconds a Extreme buckli.ng on far 
side. Fracture surface on 450 
plane through T steel. 
Complete record, good quality. 
The 3/4 x 54 x 72 ino insert consisted of 36 in. of Z steel and 36 ina of T steel. This insert \Aras cut and 
rewelded for two testso 
13 
14 
15 
Rr~l 
8-23 ... 56 
RT-2 
10.,,11-56 
36 
36 
1475 28 0 0 
1475 28.0 
+8 
=21 
(A) Final load - 860 kips 
Crack propagated 36 in. to weld 
and penetrated 105 ino into 
T steel. No visible buckling 
Enti.re record lost because of 
severe condensation 0 
(B) Final load = 800 kips 
Crack. propagated 36 in. to weld 
and then along the weld for 
about 1 in. No visi.ble bucklinga 
Partial recordJ good quality. 
The 3/4 x 34 x 72 in. insert consisted of 36 in. of Zsteel;7 12 in. of T steel.\! and 24 ina of Z steel. 
RTR=l 
11=27""56 
36 1475 28.0 =24 (c) Final load = 900 k.ips 
Crack propagated 36 inc to weld 
and penetrated 1 in. into T 
steel a Extreme buckl.ing occurred 
on far side o 
Complete recordJ good quality. 
TEST SPECD1EN 
DESIGNATION 
AND ,DATE 
OF TEST 
WIDrH OF 
STARTER 
MATERIAL 
(IN. ) 
INITIAL 
LOAD 
(KIPS) 
TABLE 3 (Continued) 
AVERAGE 
STRESS ON 
NET SECTION 
(KSI) 
AVERAGE 
TEMPo 
(OF. ) 
REMARKS 
The 3/4 x 27 x72 ino insert consisted of 48 in. ofZ steel and 24 ino of T steel. 
16 Rr-3 48 1475 28 0 0 -22 (A) Final load - 260 ki})s 
12-18-56 Crack propagated 48 ino to weld 
and penetrated 6 ino into T 
steel. Severe b~ckling occurred 
in the remaining 18 ino of T 
steel. 
Complete record, good quality 0 
The 3/4 x 27 x 72 ine insert consisted of 36 in~ of Z steel, 4 in. of T steel, 20 in. of Zsteel, and 12 ino 
of T steel. 
17 RTRT-3 
1-11-57 
36 1475 28 0 0 -20 (A) Crack propagated 36 in. to weld 
and stopped. During loadre-
distribution, a secondary crack 
was initiated at the junction 
of the insert and lower pull 
})late, result:ipg incomplete 
fracture. ' 
Complete record, good quality. 
The 3/4 x 27 x 72 in. insert consisted of 36 in. ofZ steel, 4 in. of T steel, 20 in. of Z steel, and 12 in. 
of T steel o 
18 ,RrRT-4 
4-16-57 
36 1475 28.0 -=13 (A) Final load ~ 85 kips 
Crack propagated 36 ino to weld, 
crossed 4 in. strip of T steel 
and.20 in. strip ofZ steel, then 
penetrated 1.5 in. into 12 in. 
strip of T steel. Fracture sur-
face on 45° plane inT steel. 
Extreme buckling occurred on far 
side. 
Complete record, good quality 0 
TEST SPECIMEN 
DESIGNATION 
AND DATE 
OF TEST 
TABLE 4 StTh1M.ARY OF TESTS ON SIX· FOOT WIDE RIVETED ARRESTOR SPECIMENS 
WIDTH OF 
STARTER 
MATERIAL 
(IN 0) 
INITIAL 
LOAD 
(KIPS) 
AVE:HAGE 
STREf:3S ON 
NET S:E~CTION 
(RBI) 
AVERAGE 
TEMPo 
(oF. ) 
REMARKS 
----------------------------------------------~------~--------------------.~-----------=-=--------=---------~------.~~--~~=-~~------------------------~-----------
Thepe tests were conducted on six foot wide 8pecirnens in a 3,000,000 Ib hyd.raulic testing machine a The test 
specimen consists of a 3/4 x 54 x 73 1/4 in. Zsteel main plate (welded to 1 in. pull plates using double ilVii butt 
welds ~E7016 electrodes) with a 3/4 x 99 x16 ina Z s·teel doubler plate (riveted with 1 ina dj,a. cOillltersunk pan~head 
rivets to the insert and bolted with 1 ina diaD tight-fitting bolts to the pull plates) located on one side and cen= 
tered approximately 19 in. from one edge of the insert.. Each pull plate was approximately 6 3/4 ft long for Tests 19= 
23. The main plate of the specimen for Tests 19 and 20 contains a longitudinal flame .,.cut slot which was located along 
the centerline of the doubler plate; the main plate of the specimen for Tests 21=23 does not have a flame-cut slota 
The notch length was 1 ina for Tests 19-21 and 1 1/8 in. for Tests 22 and 23. A theoretical impact of 1200 ft Ib was 
used in all these tests. Following the first fracture test on a given specimen, the partial fracture is gouged out 
and the specimen rewelded for a second orthirdtestG The initial test on an insert is designated by an (A), the 
second test by a (13), and the third test by a (C) in the Remarks column 0 Strain gages arJ.d./orcrack detectors were 
mOilllted on all specimens in this series 0 
19 
20 
This insert, with a flame-cut slot beneath the doubler, was rewelded for two tests. 
RIVS-l 
2-3-56 
ltIVS-2 
2~17-56 
"'11 
.... 45 
1600 26.8 
1600 26.8 
+1 
-19 
(A) Final load - 1485 kips 
Crack propagated between hori-
z.ontal rivet row$ to S).ot 
("'19 in.). No fracture in 
doubler. 
Cqmplete record, good Clualityo 
(13) Final load - 40 kips 
Crack propagated between hori-
zontal rivet rows to slot 
("~54 in 0 ) 0 Doubler fractured 
from south edge to third 
vertical rivet line. Severe 
buckling occurred at far side. 
Cqmplete record, good Clualityo 
TEST 
21 
22 
23 
TABLE 4 (Continued) 
SPECIMEN . WIDTH OF INITIAL AVERAGE AVERAGE REMARKS 
DESIGNATION STARTJ~R . LOAD STRESS ON TEMPo 
AND ·DATE MATERIAL (KIPS) NET SECTION (oFo) OF TEST (IN 0) (KSI) 
This insert, without a flameo;ocut slot beneath the doubler;J was re we Id.ed for three tests 0 
RIV=l 
3-6"'56 
RIV ... 2 
5=15=56 
RIV-3 
5=24=56 
.... 11 
-11 
-11 
1600 
1600 
1600 
2608 =13 
2608 =20 
26~8 =16 
(A) Final load = 1570 kips 
Crack propagated to rivet in 
first vertical line (""'12 iuo)" 
No fracture in d.oubler 0 
CQ~:lete record, good Clualityo 
(B) Final load <= 1505 kips 
Crack propagated between hori= 
zontal rivet rows to Tj"vet :i.n 
third vertical line (""'20 in,,) 0 
No fracture in. doublero 
Co~lete record.,? good. Clual,j,ty 0 
(c) Com;pJ,ete fracture of main p.late 
with crack propagating between 
hor:lzQutal rivet rows" Doubler 
frac·turedfrom south edge to 
second vertical rivet lineo 
Complete record, good Clualityo 
TEST 
TABLE 5 SUMMARYQF TESTS ON .SIX 'FOOr WIDE.WELDED ARRESTOR SPECIMENS CONTAINING ABS-C STEELSTRAKES 
SPECIMEN 
DESIGNATION 
AND.DATE 
OF TEST 
OVERAI.J~ TRIAL 
SPECIMJ~N 
. LENGTH 
(FT) 
INITIAL 
LOAD 
(KIPS) 
AVERAGE 
STRESS ON 
NET SECTION (KSI) 
AVERAGE 
TEMPo 
(OF Q) 
REMARKS 
These tests were coruiuctedon six foot wide specimens in a 3,000,000 Ib hydraulic testing machineo The test 
specimen is an insert 3/4 ino thick x 72 ino wide with theCLepth varying from 16 to 60 ina The insert is welded.to 
pull plates (1 ino thick for Tests 24-31 and 3/4 ina thick for Tests 32"",45) using double nVH butt weldsc- E7016 elec-
trodes 0 All.vertical welds within the specimen were also double TlVrl butt welds made with E701.6 electrodes o The length 
of each pull plate varied from 31/4 ft to almost 9 ft in·this series of tests. All inserts contained a 12 in. width 
of rimmedZ steel starter material and a 1 1/8 in. deep notch (See Table 3) 0 The stroke, pressure, theoretical impact 
and actual impact of the piston device varied for the different tests as follows~ 5 ino, 2S0 psi, 1200 ft lb J and 
990 ft Ib, for Tests 24-27; 7 1no, 2S0 psi, 1600 ft lb, and 13S0 ft Ib for Tests 2S-32; and 5 ina, 370 psi, 1530 ft lb, 
and 14So ft Ib for Tests 33"",45. Following the first fracture test on a given specimen, the fracture is generally cut 
out and the remaining portion of the insert used for subpe~uent tests o The initial test on an insert is designated by 
(A), the second test by a (B) J the third test by a (C), and the fourth test by a CD) in the Rema.;rks columrL Successive 
trials for each test, however, were made on the same notch 0 No strain gages or crack detectors were mounted on any of 
the specimens in this series. 
The 3/4 x 56 x 72 ina insert consisted of 12 in. of Zsteel and 60 ina of C steel 0 This insert 'was cut and 
rewelded for four testso 
24 
25 
26 
27 
RCN~l 
4-29-57 
RCN ... 2 
5~9~57 
RCN-3 
5-23..,57 
RCN",,4 
6-6=57 
1103 
10 0 1 
9 0 0 
Sol 
1 1330 
1 9S0 
2 1070 
1 1050 
2 1050 
3 1330 
1 1050 
2 1470 
3 16So 
2500 ... 22 (A) Complete brittle fracture o 
lS07 0 (B) 1/2 ina crack in Z steel. 
2004 +1 Complete brittle fracture. 
2000 +35 (C) No initiation 
20,,0 +22 No initiation 
25.0 +20 No :i,nitiation 
20,,0 +20 (D) No initiation 
2S00 +lS 1/2 ino crack in Z steel. 
3200 +12 Complete brittle fracture. 
TEST SPECIMEN 
DESIGNATION 
.AND DATE 
OF TEST 
OVERALL 
SPECIMEN 
LENGTH 
(Fr) 
TRIAL INITIAL . 
"LOAD 
(Kll'S) 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
AVERAGE 
STRESS ON 
NET SECTION 
(KBI) 
AVERAGE 
TEMPo 
. (oFo) 
REMARKS 
The 3/4 x 56 x72 ina insert consisted of 12 ino of Z steel and 60 ina of C steel a This :tnsert was cut and 
rewelded for four.tests .. 
28 RCN.,,5 1103 1 1050 20.0 +16 (A) Final load -1010 kips 
6=21 ... 57 Crack propagated 12 ina to weld 
(3 ina submerged crack visible 
in C steel)" 
29 RCN",,6 10 0 3 1 1050 2000 +33 (B) Fin~l. l,oad - 1010 kips 
6",,28-57 Crack propagated 12 ina to weld 
(4 ina submerged crack visible 
in C steel) 0 
30 RCN-7 902 1 1470 28 0 0 +33 (c) Final load- 1440 kips 
7-5=57 Crack propagated 12 ina to weld 
and arrested o 
._31 RCN-8 8 0 1 1 1470 28 0 0 +17 (D) Final load ~ 1450 k.ips 
7-12 ... 57 Crack propagated 12 ina to weld 
andarrestedo 
The 3/4 x 18 x 72 ina inserts consisted of 12 :tno of Z steel and 60 ina of C steela Only one test was made 
on each :i.nserto 
32 RCN~9 19 0 0 1 1470 2800 +14 (A) No initiation 
8-20-57 2 1470 2800 +14 No initiation 
33 ·RCN-I0 1900 1 1470 28 0 0 +14 (B) Final load =1420 kips 
8-26=57 Cr~ck propagated 12 ino to weld 
-and arrested o 
TEST SPECIMEN 
DESIGNATION 
AND .DATE 
OF TEST 
OVERAIJ.. TRIAL 
SPECIMEN 
LENGTH 
(FT) 
INITIAL 
LOAD 
(KIPS) 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
AVERAGE 
STRESS ON 
NET SECTION 
(KBI) 
AVERAGE 
TEMPo 
(oFo) 
REMARKf3 
The 3/4 x 18 x 72 in. inserts consisted of 12 ino of Z steel and 60 in. of C steele Only one test was made 
on each insert. 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
RCN-ll 
9~5-57 
RCN-12 
9-12-57 
RCN-13 
9-19-57 
. RCN-14 
10-3-57 
RCN-15 
10-17-57 
1900 
1900 
1900 
16.0 
1900 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1470 
1050 
1050 
1050 
1050 
1050 
1260 
28 .. 0 
20 0 0 
20 0 0 
20.0 
20.0 
20 .. 0 
24.0 
+2 
+9 
+11 
+7 
+7 
+7 
+8 
(A) Complete brittle fracture. 
(A) No initiation 
3 in. crack in Z steel 0 
(A) No :initiation 
2 in. crack in Z steel. 
(A) 1 1/2 ino crack in Z steelo 
(A) Comp~ete brittle fracture 
The 3/4 x 48 x 72 in. insert consisted of 12 ino of Zstee1J 6 in. of C steel, and 54 ino of X steel. The 
insert was cut andrewe1ded.for two tests. 
39 
40 
RCN~16 
11-22-57 
RCN-17 
11=-26-57 
19 0 0 
17,,8 
1 
2 
1 
1050 
1470 
1050 
20.0 
28.0 
20,,0 
+17 
+15 
+17 
(A) 1 in. crack in Zsteel 
Final load ~ 1320 kips 
Crack propagated 18 ino (across 
C steel) to second weld and 
arrestedo 
(B) Final load ." 1030 kips 
Crack propagated 12 ino to weld 
and arrested 0 
TABLE 5 (Continued) 
TEST SPECIMEN OVERALL TRIAL INITIAL AVERAGE AVERAGE REMl\RKS 
DESIGNATION .. SPECIMEN . LOAD STRESS .ON TEMPo 
AND.DATE . LENGTH (Kn'S) NET SECTION (oF. ) OF TEST (FT) {KSI) 
The 3/4 x 60 x72 in.. inserts cQnsistedof 12 ino ofZ steel, 18 in. of C steel, and 42. ina of X steel .. One 
insert was cut and rewelded for two tests; the other insert was cut and rewelded for three tests 0 
41 RCN-18 19 0 0 1 1470 28 0 0 +16 (A) Complete brittle fracture. 
12-11-57 
42 RCN-19 1707 1 1470 28.0 +26 (B) Complete brittle fracture. 
12-16-57 
43 RCN:...20 1808 1 1470 2800 +38 (1\) Final load- 1420 kips. 
::4-21-58 Crack.propagated12 ina to weld 
and arrested o 
44 RCN .... 21 17 .. 6 1 1050 20,,0 +28* (B) Complete brittle fracture o 
4mo25-58 
45 RCN-22 16,,3 1 1050 20 00 +39* (C) Final load - 1040 .kipsa 
5-5-58 Crack propagated 12 in. to weld 
and arrested. 
*Liquid nitrogeIlused to subcool the notch just prior to testing. 
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SIX-FOOT WIDE SPECIMEN LINE DIAGRAM OF 
PLATE SPECIMEN 
IN 3,000,000 LB. MACHINE 
G.6 T 
TENSILE TEST DATA 
DIRECTION YIELD ULTIMATE ELONGATION REDUCTION 
OF ROLLING STRENGTH STRENGTH IN 2 IN OF AREA 
KSI KSI a/a a/a 
PARALLEL 34.7 68.1 36 58 
NORMAL 35.2 68.7 31 52 
CHECI< ANALYSIS 
C Mn P S Si Cu Cr Ni AI 
(f) 
0 
Z 
:::l 
a 
Il. 
f-
a 
a 
lJ... 
>-(!) 
0:: 
W 
z 
w 
Cl 
w 
CD 
0:: 
0 
en 
CD 
<t: 
0.18 0.42 0.013 0.031 0.02 0.23 0.07 0.14 0.003 
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40 
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20 
L r--
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\\ 
10 .L-
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-30 
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TEMPERJ\TURE oF. 
CHARPY V - NOTCH IMPACT RESULTS 
(a) Z - STEEL, HEAT NO. 16 445 
-
-
+150 
DIRECTION 
OF ROLLING 
PARALLEL 
NORMAL 
(f) 
0 
Z 
:::l 
a 
Il. 
f-
a 
a 
lJ... 
>-(!) 
0:: 
W 
z 
w 
Cl 
w 
CD 
0:: 
0 
en 
CD 
<t: 
C 
0.21 
40 
30 
20 
10 
-30 
TENSILE TEST DATA 
YIELD ULTIMATE ELONGATION REDUCTION 
STRENGTH STRENGTH IN 2 IN. OF AREA 
KSI KSI a/a a/a 
32.1 64.9 36 57 
31.8 64.4 31 54 
CHECK ANALYSIS 
Mn P S Si Cu Cr Ni AI 
0.34 0.019 0.030 0.01 0.18 0.12 0.19 0.003 
/ 
I 
oV 
/ 
=--
~~ 
o +30 +60 +90 +120 
TEMPERATURE oF. 
CHARPY V - NOTCH IMPACT RESULTS 
(b) E - STEEL, HEAT NO. 20279 
FIG. 7 PROPERTI ES OF LUKENS RIMMED STEELS 
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TENSILE TEST DATA 
YIELD ULTIMATE ELONGATION REDUCTION 
STRENGTH STRENGTH IN 2 IN. OF AREA 
KSI KSI % °/0 
34.9 66.7 39. 65 
34.3 60.1 39. 59 
CHECK ANALYSIS 
Mn P S Si Cu Cr Ni AI 
0.76 0.019 0.040 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.16 0.002 
o ~I --____ ~ ______ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ 
-30 o +30 +60 +90 +120 
TEMPERATURE of 
CHARPY V - NOTCH IMPACT RESULTS 
(0) X - STEEL, HEAT NO. 64 M 487 
TENSILE TEST DATA 
DIRECTION YIELD ULTIMATE ELONGATION 
OF ROLLING STRENGTH 
KSI 
PAR,~LLEL 111.9* 
NOI~MAL 
.. BClsed on 0.2 per cent offset 
(/) 
o 
z 
::::> 
o 
a.. 
C. 
0.11 
100 I 
Mn. 
0.84 
P. S. 
0.036 0.015 
I- 80 L----j-__ 
o 
o 
u.. 
~ 60 '----
a:: 
w 
z 
w 
o 
~ 40 
a:: 
o 
if) 
!D 
~ 
20 
STRENGTH IN 2 IN. 
KSI % 
126.6 22 
128.9 15 
CHECK ANALYSIS 
Si. Cu. er. Ni. AI. 
0.28 0.32 0.!;i0 0.99 0.09 
-210 -150 -90 -30 
TEMPERATURE of 
Mo. 
0.53 
CHARPY V - NOTCH IMPACT RESULTS 
(b) T - STEEL 
FIG.8 PROPERTIES OF USS SEMI-KILLED AND T-i STEELS 
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TENSILE TEST DATA 
DIRECTION YIELD ULTIMATE ELONGATION REDUCTION 
OF ROLLING STRENGTH STRENGTH IN 2 IN. OF AREA 
KSI KSI % % 
PARALLEL 48.0 71.9 33 62 
NORMAL 47.3 71.1 .32 57 
CHECK ANALYSIS 
C Mn P S Si Cu Cr Ni AI 
0.24 0.69 0.022 0.030 0.20 0.22 0.08 0.015 0.034 
/ 
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,1/' 
7 [70 
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C-STEEL, HEAT NO. 24883 
FIG. 9 PROPERTIES OF LUKENS ASS - CLASS C NORMALIZED STEEL 
y 
-f 
NO. X Y TEMP. AT TIME OF IN. IN. TEST 9 
I 2 2 54 
2 2 6 - 54 
---
?;-r-- ----- - --- ------,;--e: 3 2 10 - 56 
·4 ·7 8· --IIo-X 4 12 2 - 54 
5 12 - 6 - 53 
·2 ·5 6 12 10 - 53 7 36 - 2 - 51 
·3 ·6 WEST SIDE 8 70 
2 53 
f 
y TESTS 4 - 10 
1- X Y TEMP. AT TIME OF NO. IN. IN. TEST II 
I 6 +4 - 25 
,1 
·3 ·5 ·7 ·9 2 6 4 22 3 21 +4 - 25 
--
f=>-- - --- - -- - - -------<: 
-X 
4 21 4 - 25 
5 36 +4 - 27 
·2 ·4 ·6 ·8 ·10 6 36 4 25 7 51 +4 - 26 
8 51 -4 - 30 
WEST SIDE 9 66 +4 - 28 
f 10 66 4 - 24 
TESTS 11-18, 22, AND 23 y 
f 
NO. X Y TEMP. AT TIME OF IN. IN. TEST 20 
• I 
• 4 
I 2 +4 + 23 
2 2 2 -
-
?------- - -------c 3 2 8 + 21 -X 
·2 • 5 .7 8. 
4 12 +4 + 18 
5 12 -2 + 19 
6 12 8 + 19 
·3 • 6 
7 36 -2 + 17 
8 71 -2 -
WEST SIDE 
f 
y TESTS 19 - 21 
f X Y TEMP. AT TIME OF NO. IN. IN. TEST 31 
I 6 +4 + 14 
'1 • 3 ·5 '7 ·9 
2 6 4 + 18 
3 21 +4 + 15 
-
~---- -------c: 4 21 -4 + 18 
-X 5 36 + 4 + 17 
·2 ·4 
- 6 -8 ·10 
6 36 4 + 20 
7 51 +4 + 17 
8 51 -4 + 20 
9 66 +4 + 18 
WEST SIDE 10 66 -4 +19 f 
y TESTS 24- 42 
f X Y TEMP. AT TIME OF NO. IN. IN. TEST 
I 3 +2 + 35 
• 3 • 5 ·7 • 9 '10 2 3 
-2 +38 
,1 3 6 +4 +38 
-
::.---- - ------c -X 4 6 4 + 37 
,2 5 21 +4 + 38 
• 4 '6 '8 
6 21 -4 + 36 
7 36 +4 + 36 
8 36 -4 + 35 
WEST SIDE 
9 51 +4 + 36 
f 10 66 +4 + 36 
TEST 43 
Y 
f X Y TEMP. AT TIME OF NO. IN. IN. SUBCOOLING NOTCH 
I 3 +2 + 27 
2 3 2 + 28 
·1 ·3 ·5 ·7 ·9 ·10 
3 9 +2 + 27 
---
~ - --- - -------c 4 9 2 + 28 --X 5 15 + 2 + 28 
·2 ·4 ·6 ,8 6 15 2 + 27 
7 27 +2 + 27 
8 27 2 + 28 
9 46 +2 + 27 
WEST SIDE 10 66 +2 + 26 f 
y TEST 44 
f X Y TEMP. AT TIME OF NO. IN. IN. SUBCOOLING NOTCH 
I 2 0 + 39 
2 4 0 + 39 
L....I 2 3 ~ • 5 ·7 ,9 ·10 
3 7 0 + 39 
-
4 10 0 + 39 
- --- -------<= 
-X 
·6 ·8 5 15 +2 + 39 6 15 2 + 39 
7 27 +2 + 39 
8 27 -2 + 39 
WEST SIDE 9 48 +2 + 39 
f- lO 66 +2 + 39 
TEST 45 
FIG. 10 TYPICAL THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS AND TEMPERATURE 
VARIATIONS THROUGHOUT THE PLATE 
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FIG. 12 FRACTURE PATH AND SURFACE - TEST I 
FIG. 13 F TU E PATH AND SURFACE - TEST 2 
TEST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS = 25 KSI 
TEMPERATURE = + 30° F. 
THEORETICAL 
IMPACT = 1200 FT. LB. 
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--~--~- 700 
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---t- -_._.-
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705 
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710 
I 6 0 730 
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FiG. 14 INSTRUMENTATION, RECORD AND FRACTURE SURFACE - TEST :3 
10 " 
TEST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS = 25 KSI 
T EMPERATU RE = + 10° F. 
TH EORET I CA L 
IMPACT 1200 FT.LB. 
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NO. in. in. STRAIN 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. in. in. STRAIN 
I 15.0 0 + 700 10 36.0 0 + 730 
2 65.0 0 + 700 II 54.0 0 + 670 
12 15.0 0 +1000 
13 36.0 0 +1000 
14 65.0 0 + 970 
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TIME - MILLISECONDS 
FIG. 15 INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORD TEST 5 
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TEST CONDITIONS DETECTORS DETECTORS DETECTORS DETECTORS CRACK PATH 
(A-9 STRAIN GAGES) (PAPER) (BISMUTH WIRE) (A-7 S"fRAIN BRIDGE) X Y 
AVERAGE STRESS=33 KSI 
TEMPERATURE = - 13° F. 
THEORETICAL 
IMPACT 1200 FT. LB. 
NO, X SPEED in ft /see. 
A 3.4 
B 5,3 2350 
2600 
C 7.3 
D 9.2 
2100 
r------
E 11.1 
2400 
NO. X SPEED in ft/see. 
A, 2.4 
4200 I B, 4,5 
2000 C, 6.5 
~ B.4 1550 -- 2750 
E, 10.4 
NO. X SPEED in ft/see. 
A2 3.0 
~2 __ 5.0 2100 f-- IBOO C2 6.9 
D2 B.9 
4200 
, E2 10.7 
2550 
X Y SPEED 
NO in in ft Isec, 
A3· 2.8 -1.5 
! 2000 
B3 5.0 -1.5 
2300 C3 7.0 -1.5 
D3 9.0 -1.5 
1500 
in in 
1---3.0 -0.10 
~ _=.2--~ 
7.0 -0.30 
9.0 -0.30 
11.0 -0.35 
o GAGES ON EAST FACE 
o GAGES ON WEST FACE 
FIG.16 INSTRUMENTATION AND CALCULATED SPEEDS FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF DETECTORS - TEST 6 
TEST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS = 30 KSI 
TEMPERATURE = - 10°F. 
THEORETICAL 
IMPACT 1200 FT. LB. 
o GAGES ON EAST FACE 
o GAGES ON WEST FACE 
FIG.17 
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X Y INITIAL 
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I 13.1 +1 +1070 
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~ I--CD 
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32" 
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X Y INITIAL 
NO. in in STRAIN 
10 13.5 +1 +1070 
II 18.5 +1 + 840 
12 66.0 +1 + 820 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORD 
2,0 
12" 
X-STEEL 
18" 
X 
DETECTORS 
NO, X SPEED 
in ft.1 sec, 
A 5,0 
B 7,0 
2150 
9,1 2300 C 3150 
0 11.1 
E 11.5 2550 
F 12.8 5200 
G 17.5 
H 23.4 
4600 
I 24,7 
500 
2.5 
TEST 7 
CRACK PATH 
X Y 
in in 
6 +0.35 
12 +1.60 
24 +2.23 
30 +2.86 
36 +3,03 
42 +2,84 
48 +2.57 
54 + 1,80 
60 +0.30 
66 +1,24 
72 +0.60 
TEST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS= 33 KSI 
TEMPERATURE =-5°F. 
THEORETICAL 
IMPACT 1200FT.LB. 
() GAGES ON EAST FACE 
6 GAGES ON WEST FACE 
FIG. 18 
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DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGES STATIC STRAIN GAGES DETECTORS 
X Y INITIAL NO. in in STRAIN 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. in in STRAIN NO. 
X SPEED 
in ft.lsec. 
I 14.0 0 + 925 
2 41.0 0 +1090 
10 14.3 0 + 925 
II 40.6 0 +1090 
A 3.75 
5600 
B 5.75 
3 68.0 0 +1190 12 67.7 0 +1190 C 7.75 3050 
D 9.75 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORD TEST 8 
CRACK PATH 
X Y 
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TEST CONDITIONS DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGES STATIC STRAIN GAGES CRACK PATH 
~-- ----------j 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. in in STRAIN 
X Y INITIAL NO, 
in in STRAIN 
X 
in 
I 13.0 +3,0 +1050 
~--AVERAGE STRESS = 29 KSI 10 6,0 +2 +1170 ~ 
3 
2 ~O 0 +1100 
---
13.5 -() +1055 6 
3 13,0 -3,0 +1100 
4 
TEMPERATURE = -54°F. 12 66.0 0 +-1120 f__ 9 
15,0 0 - 300 
5 17,5 
i-..!.3 --~ +2 + BOO ~--1---- 12, 
THEORETICAL 0 +1050 14 13,5 0 + 935 12.B 
I 
I J 
IMPACT 1200 FT. LB, 15 66,0 0 + 935 
--
D GAGES ON EAST FACE 
o GAGES ON WEST FACE 
--
FIG. 19 
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INSTRUMENTAT10N AND RECORD TEST 9 
Y 
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TEST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS = 27 KSI 
TEMPERATURE 
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DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGES STATIC STRAIN GAGES DETECTORS 
X Y INITIAL NO. in. in. STRAIN 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. in. in. STRAIN 
NO. X SPEED 
in. ft./see. 
I 58.5 0 + 850 
2 61.5 0 + 830 
r----- -
3 66.0 0 + 830 
-
--
10 7.0 +2 + 840 
II 36.0 +2 + 850 
12 57.2 +2 + 850 
--
13 7.0 +2 + 830 
---36:0-1 +2 14 + 800 
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FIG. 20 INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORD TEST 10 
CRACK PATH 
X Y 
in. in. 
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TEST CONDITIONS DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGES STATIC STRAIN GAGES CRACK PATH 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. in. in. STRAIN 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. 
in. in. STRAIN 
X Y 
in. in. 
AVERAGE STRESS =28 KSI I 18.0 0 + 880 10 18.5 0 + 850 6 -0.30 
2 22.0 0 + 770 II 31.0 0 + 860 12 -0.42 
TEMPERATURE =-25°F. 3 
26.0 0 + 880 12 54.0 0 + 860 
f--
18 -0.24 
4 30.5 0 + 870 13 1&5 0 + 940 21.5 0 
THEORETICAL 5 34.5 0 + 880 
6 
1 38. 5 0 + 890 
---- f--
14 31.0 0 + 990 
15 54.0 0 +1010 
24 to.15 
!~.1PACT 1200 FT .. LB. 
c~ GAGES ON EAST FACE 
o GAGES ON WEST FACE 
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9 
1--. 
18.0 -88.8 + 670 
54.0 -88.8 + 675 § II n_-1W -~.--~ 
FIG. 21 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORD TEST II 
TEST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS = 28KSI 
TEMPERATURE =-18° F 
THEORETICAL 
IMPACT = 1200 FT. LB. 
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DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGES STATIC STRAIN GAGES DETECTORS 
X Y INITIAL X Y INITIAL X NO. in. in. STRAIN NO. in. in. STRAIN NO. in. 
I 38.0 0 +840 10 12.0 0 +890 A 10.0 
2 38.0 +6 +940 II 37.0 +2 +860 B 16.0 
3 42.3 0 + 810 12 38.0 +2 +790 C 2Z.0 
4 46.3 0 +810 ~ ~.O +2 +810 D 28.0 5 60.0 0 +770 14 60.0 0 +780 E 34.0 
~ 60.0 t--- .. - 0 +675 15 12.0 0 +8~Q ___ F 37.5 
8 54.0 -100 +670 16 37.0 +2 +920 G 41.8 
9 12.0 -100 +675 17 38.0 +2 +900 H 45.8 
18 39.0 +2 +890 I 50.5 
19 60.0 0 +830 J 56.5 
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TEST 12 
CRACK PATH 
X Y 
in. in. 
6 +0.40 
24 +0.50 
31.5 0 
36. -0.70 
40 -0.70 
44 0 
46 -0.75 
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TEST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS = 28 KSI 
T EMPERATU RE 
THEORETICAL 
IMPACT 
= - 2 I oF. 
1200 FT LB. 
(1 GAGES ON EAST FACE 
o GAGES ON WEST FACE 
lll(121131 
OO'~ 
. ,- . ,-
36 1/2" 
72 1/2" 
DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGES 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. in. in. STRAIN 
I 45.5 0 + 815 
2 54.5 +24 + 650 
_. 
3 54.5 0 + 770 
~6.5 0 + 730 f- -
+ 995 5 43.5 0 
6 54.5 +24 + 665 
7 54.5 I 0 +1060 
8 66.5 0 +1055 
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STATIC STRAIN GAGES CRACK PATH 
X Y INITIAL X Y 
NO. in. in. STRAIN in. in. 
10 6.5 0 + 770 6 +0.47 
I I 39.5 0 + 790 12 +0.90 
12 41.5 0 + 795 18 + 1.25 
--'----.-
13 43.5 0 + 795 24 + 1.30 
14 54.0 0 + 740 30 + 1.55 
15 66.0 0 + 635 36 + 2.05 
16 6.5 0 + 985 
17 39.5 0 tlOOO 
18 41.5IO! +975 
20 54.0 0 ! +IO~ 
21 66.01 0 + 970 
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GAGES 2,3,6, AND 7 WERE NOT READABLE FROM 8 TO 
80 MILLISECONDS BECAUSE OF EXTREME MICROPHONICS. 
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FIG. 23 INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORD TEST 14 
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TEST CONDITIONS DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGES 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. in. in. STRAIN 
AVERAGE STRESS = 28 KSI l 40.0 0 + 830 
2 44.0 0 t 875 
3 54.5 0 + 815 
TEMPERATURE = - 24°F. 4 66.5 0 + 505 
5 40.0 0 + 990 
THEORETICAL 44.0 +1070 
IMPACT = 1200 FT. LB. 
6 0 
7 54.5 0 +1110 
8 66.5 0 +1150 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORD TEST 15 
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Y 
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TEST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS = 28 KSI 
TEMPERATURE =-22°F. 
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IMPACT = 1200 FT. LB. 
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DYNAMIC STRAIN GAGES 
X Y INITIAL 
NO. in. in. STRAIN 
I 52.0 0 + 905 
2 56.0 0 + 930 
3 60.0 0 + 920 
4 66.5 0 + 940 
5 52.0 0 + 965 
6 56.0 0 + 920 
7 60.0 0 + 900 
8 66.5 0 + 895 
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21 i 66.0 0 + 930 
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FIG.25 INSTRUMENTATION AND RECORD TEST 16 
CRACK PATH 
X Y 
in. in. 
6 +0.60 
12 + 1.25 
18 + 1.32 
24 + 1.50 
36 + 1.45 
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48 + 1.40 
51 +0.95 
54 +1.48 
T EST CONDITIONS 
AVERAGE STRESS =28KSI 
TEMPERATURE =-20°F. 
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IMPACT = 1200 FT. LB. 
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